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Introduction

The teaching of pronunciation has fallen far behind
that of other skill areas in meeting the communicative
criteria that now guide second language instruction. In
the Past 15 years, studies of the language acquisition
process have illuminated its complexities and have
shown that the theoretical foundation for pronunciation
teaching has been too narrow, not only in terms of its
linguistic basis, but also in_ that ith& not taken into
account the degree to whith the learner contributes to
the language learning process. In the same 15-year Pei-
iod, both linguistic analysis and teaching methodology
have undergone a shift in emphasis from a focus on
form to an_ interest in function and meaning. However,
pronunciation teaching methods and materials have
Wen slow to respond to these developments. As a result,
many teachers still believe that pronunciation teaching
means teaching students to pronounce discrete sounds
accurately.

While new designs for pronundation teaching are
needed, each new design faces greater scrutiny by a
more sophisticated second language teaching profes-
sional connnunity, which demands both theoreticaljus-
tification and measurable accountability for any dahlia
about instructional practices (Leather, 1985; Penning-
ton & Richards, 1986). The renewed interest in the
tenets of pronunciation is_ encouraging. In the mean-
time, teachers are looking for ways to help students

8



TEACHING PRONUNCIATION

develop comprehensible pronunciation. The few com-
merciallyAwailable teitbooks on the market (swat as
Morley, 1979; Gilbert, 1984; Prator & Robinett, 1985) can-not_ begin to meet the multifacetedneeds ofa large and
diverse population_ of nonnative speakers. One alterna,
tive is for teachers to design their own materials andlearning programs based on an updated view of teach-
ing_pronundation so that more students could be served
more immediately. This monograph is intended as aguide to support this effort.

The following assumptions underlie the orientation
of this monograph:

1. pronunciation instruction should be learner-
centered;

2. the goal of _pronunciation teaching is to foster
communicative effectiveness;

3. the level of communicative effectiveness depends
on the learner, but in general, all learners need to be
minimally intelligible; and

4. rhythm and inthnatien are the key elements of
intelligibility in speeCh.

These assumptions are discussed in Brown, 1977;
Morley, 197* and Savignon, 1983.

_The reader may be surprised to find that the mono-graph begins not with pronunciation exercises but withpreliminary commentS on preparmg for pronunciation
work. An instructional Program that aims to be learn-
er,centered must Start with the learner and plan the
syllabus on the basis of who the learners are and what
pals they can reasonably athieve in the tune allotted.
The reader may also be taken aback by the absence of
attention to worit on individual sounds. This_omission is
deliberate. Such exercises are available in_great abun,
dance, and while most focui on minimal pairs, teach,
ers have been able to adapt them to meet more commu-
nicative criteria (see &-i example Celce-Murcia, 1983).
Teaclers are asking for assistance with thythm and
intonation. To help meet thia demand, this monograph
devotes its full attention to these important features of

9



pronunciation. This monograph is not intended to be a
text but to guide teachers and to stimulate ideas to pro-
vide the seed for hundreds of personalized texts.
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Preparing for
Pronunciation Work

Developing pronunciation in a second language is a
comple7t and delicate process. Pronunciation, as one
facet of language, is a form of behavior, but more than
any other, it seems to expose an individual's sense of
self. Moreover, for change to take place, the learner
must first _recognize lt _nee& for change. But the
motivation for change, once recognized, can easily flag
because the process is often too slow for impatient
learners. Thus, measures to sustain this motiwition
must be built into the learning experience., These
learning considerations are just as important as
insight into the language itself.

Accounting for Learner Variables
Because-learners vary perhaps as mu& as the types

of possble learning contexts, these vaiiables should be
assessed before decisions are made about the learning
program. A 5- or 10-year-old nonnative speaker im-
mersed in a community of native speakers will_ have a
greater potential for language acquisition without in-
struction than one whose classmates are predominant-

11



6 TEACHING PRONUNCIATION

ly normative speakers. A formally educated adult learn-
er will bring cognitive abilities to the teal that will be
different from those of one who did not have a formal ed-
ucation and who may be tionliterate in the first lan-
guage as Avell. A sophisticated language usSr, such as
one- who has had experience speakingmore than one
language, will approach the new pronunoiation system
differently from one whose total life experience has been
with a single language. A learner whose exposure to
English Itits been esientially through the written lan-
guage and who has had limited opportunities to hear
English spoken by native speakers will being a set ofas-
sumptions about the pronuneiation system that is -dif:
ferent from that of a learner who has heard English
natively _spoken from the start An adult at the begin-
ning Stages of language learning will have needs and
abilities that are different from one who is at an inthr-
mediate or advanced level. These learner variables
must be considered before decisions can be made about
the approach to pronunciation instructiori_to be taken,
the choice of materials an& the _kinds of adaptations to
be made for any individual learner or group of learners.
Unsatisfactory results Are inevitable when the same
approach and materials are applied to all learners re-
gardless of background.

MOtiVating Learning
Motivation, essential in all learning, is clearly a

factor M pronunciation success. However, motivating
learners to develop their pronunciation is net easy. Con-
cerns for pronunciation have often been overshadowed
by the learner's need te get the ideas across, and pro-
nunciation instruction that dwells on the miexoscopic
features of language has been at odds _with this objec-
tive. The emphasis on the-precise artiCulation of indi-
vidual sounds has also Met with resistance fiom learn-
ers for various reasons. For example, some feel that if
they were to produce these foreign soundi precisely,
they would be losing a part of their own identity. Pro-
nunciation karning _also puts learners in a position of
great risk: They risk making mistakes, being embar-

12



Preparing for Peonundiation Wo& 7

rassed, failing, and losing self=esteem. (For a more de=
tailed discussion of risk-taking and language learning,
see Beebe, 1983.) Considering what learners_ face, it is
not surprising that pronunciation does not have a high
priority for many learners.

The teacher can and must play a large role in mold-
ing instruction not only to_meet the objectives_ of _Ian-
guage learners, but also to make this experience a posi-
tive one. What has not been altogether clear to students
(and teachers) is the connection between pronunciation
and communication. Learners need to know precisely
what this connection ishowwellthey are making the
connection, and what they-need to do in order _to im-
prove the connection. For example, before zeroing in on
the specifics of pronunciation students must first ex-
perience using language as a lool for_truly communica=
tive purposes. The teacher can provide the setting and
stimulus for this communication experience, and help
analyze moments of communication breakdowns, some
of which can be inevitably traced to pronunciation diffi-
culties. Once students_recognize the role of pronuncia-
tion in the communication_process, they are then ready
for focused pronunciation work.

In addition to accepting the reason for pronuncia-
tion work, students need to have an atmosphere of mu-
tual respect and trust in which to_do this woHL Here
again, the teacher's role is central. No textbook can
pefform this function. Finally, teachers can promote
success by establishing clear, achievable objectives and
devising ways for students to take note of these achieve-
ments.

Identifying Realistic Objectives

Pronunciation work invariably suffers when stu-
dents cannot relate it to their personal goals, feel threat-
ened by it, or have unrealistic notions of how quickly
progress can be made. Some students define as their
goal a specific score on a test, such as the Test of Eng-
lish as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). Because this par-
ticular test does not include a speaking task, some stu-
dents consider the development of speaking skills to be
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irrelevant -Other _students see attempts to change their
pronunciation as threats to their sense of self, or a& at-
tempts to change their personality. The likelihood of
such a perception is greater when pronunciation les-
sons concentrate exclusively on perfecting specific
sounds. Student& are sometimes _even no rationale for
getting -these sounds exactly right, and yet art made to
feel bad for failing to do so. Still other students, and
sometimes their teachers as well, underestimate the
time and conscious energy that are required for pro-
nirnciation to thange and develop.

Thus, productive pronunciation work depends on
the identification of objectives that are relevant to and
attainable bs the student& Changing the students' pro-
nunciation _because it falls short of the norm is not a
viable objective, but teaching students how to speak
more clearly and effectively is. Dramatic changes in
students' speech in 3 to 6 months arerare, but changes
in their perception of speech phenomena in their own
speech_and that of native speakers can be significant.
What can pronunciation instruction accomplish? It
can:

I. show students the major components of the spo-
ken English system;

2. demonstrate how these components contribute to
the expression of meaning and to communication in
general;

3. teeth students how to perceive these features in
natural speech;

4. teeth students how to perceive these features in
their own speech; and

5. give students tools to develop their pronunciation
on their own.

By giving students specc means to develop in-
dependently, the responsibility falls on those who have
the actual power to make the necessary changes.

14



Preparing for Pronunciadon Work

Diagnosing Proficiency
An initial diagnosis of each learner's oral pro-

ficiency serves several purposes:

1. The individual attention personalizes the learn-
ing process from the beginning of the course and pro-
motes motivation.

2. It helps the -teacheridefltif areas of emphasis for
the1 student. _Most learners are unaware of or misap-
prehend their difficulties. The initial assessment can
help them identi6, concrete examples of their strengths
and weaknesses and focus their efforts during the
course.

3. It helps the teacher select appropriate areas ef
emphasis for the class and male decisions about which
lessons_ can be omitted or which lessons need
elaboration.

Coupled with a_second round of diagnoses at the com-
pletion of the course, these assessments also serve as a
concrete measure of progress.

In selecting a diagnostic instrument, the following
factors are considerations:

how much time is required to administer it;
how easy or difficult the results are to evaluate; and
how much It tells you about students' pronunciation

(and not about their 1inahility to _read, _their problems
with grammar, or their ability to organize information).

Possible diagnostic instruments include:

an interview consisting of a set of questions asked of
all students;

a reading of a short passage or dialogue;
a description of a series of pictures;
completion of a task with another student (e.g., one

student describes a figure and the other student makes
a drawing according to the description);

a listening task that taps into the student's percep-
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TEACEENG PRONuNCIATION

tion of speech phenomena (e.g., stressed syllables, ac-
cented words, pitch contours; see Gilbert, 1984).

With the exception of the listening task, all the other
diagnostics should be taped so that the teacher can
evaluate them later-.

Ea& Woe of instrument has its advantages and
disadvantage& For example, the listening test can_ be
given to a large number of students in mesitting. How-
ever, the studentS must be fmniliar with some of the lin-
guistic vocabulary used, such as stressed syllables and
pitch. In addition, the student's speech production can
only be inferred from the test results. An interview
elicits actual speech data, but if the student is hesitant
to speak, the corpus will be too limited to make any kind
of evaluation. If the test is too open-ended, allowing the
students to chmse to say only what they are comfortable
saying, then the teacher is not ahle to identify what may
bt difficult for therm Tasks invOlving more than one stu-
dent are confounded by dynamics between the two stu-
dents that will affect the result& Task-based activities
also take more time to do and to evaluate.

The use of reading teicts as diagnostics has been
criticizecLon_ the basis that oral reading and spon-
taneous speech are different processes and that a stu-
dent who can read a passage well may speak poorly _or
vice versa. However, the advantages of using a reading
are many, including_ the folleWing: (a) the uniform
database for every student &cilitates the evaluation task
for the teacher (b) having a standard text eliminates
the need to transcribe the students' speecir samples,
which would be necessary for the interview, the picture
description, and the task-based activity; (c) the text can
be controlled for length and level of -difficulty, which
students cannot avoid; and (d) the reading can be made
more like a conversation by choosing a dialogue as the
text. The teacher -can take one part and the student the
other, and_then they can exchange parts. The teacher's
participation makes it more enjoyable for the students
and provides them with a sample of nativapeaker
speech that they can review as many times as they like.

Whatever diagnostic instruMent is used, the data
will have to be analyzed and interpreted for the stu-

1 6



Preparing &r Pronunciation Work 11

dents. Here is a suggested procedure for evaluating the
data on the transcriptions of the students' speeth:

1. Mark the points at ihkh thestudent pauses with
a slash (I); if the text is replete vrith these slash marks,
the student needs work with thought groups.

2. Mark syllable lengths of one or two _sample
sentences (see Chapter 2 for a coding system that can_be
used); a student's tendency to pronounce syllables with
equal timing can be easily demonstrated with this
system.

Maric the words that comeacross as being prom=
inent in one or two sarnple sentences _(seeChapter 3), If
students highlight too many words, it is difficult to de-
termine_where the-main ideas are (e.g., WHAT are WE
going TO DO AFTER_the BREAK?). Students who high-
light the wrong_ words (e.g., The clock IS slow) might
come across as being argumentative.

4. Identify incorrectly stressed syllables (e.g.,
anaLYsis instead of aNAlysis).

5. Identify _missing sounds_ or extra sounds (e.g.,
It's a rounda building). After niaking_ initial_ notes, trs
to organize the information into categofies on a check-
list (a sample is included in Appendix A). Listening for
syllahle length, accent, and pitch will be particularly
diffieult in the beginning and requires some training.

6. _Identify the most glaring sound substitutions
(e.g., / firik for / third?).

The value of diagnosing individual students cannot
be overemphasized. Some form of diagnosis, made
manageable for the teatheri will make a significant dif=
ference in the students' pefformance in the course.

Need for a Systematic Approach
Pronunciation wo& can be implementedin a variety

of ways. It might be the central and exclusive focus of
the course. It might be a strand in a speaking or gen-

1 7



12 TEACIIING PRONUNCIATION

eral language course. Its objectives may be explicitly
articulated, desirable with older students, or implicitlycarried out, recommended with young children. Wheth-er explicit or implicit, effective pronunciation_workmust be systematic.A systematic approach emphasizes
relationships_among the parts of the _system, such asthe connection between syllables and rhythmic pat-terns; attention to one part supports the development ofanother. By identifying the key elements ofthe systeth,teaching priorities can be established, with elementsplaying eritidal roles receiving more attention thanthose plafing lesser roles. On the basis of the overallsystem and the learnees indiiidual needs and goals,the teacher can begin to plan the syllabus.

An unsystematic approach has rarely made an im-pact on learners. For example, one ok tv4o lessons maybe given on the pronundation of final s or ed, or a teach,er may give lessons exclusively on so=called reducedforms. Suet approathes have contributed to the feeling
that pronunciation_ teaching is ineffective. ksystematicapproach also enables learners to adjuire gradually aset of tools that will assist them in evaluating theirownprogress, a necessary abilitir for learners who wish tocontinue after class and once the course terminates.

Focused Listening_Opportunities
Exposure to spoken_ English is important for pro-nunciation development, but exposure alone does notguarantee _results. For many Jearners, it 15 focused Hs;

tening that thakes a differenm That ii,_ learners need toknow what it is they should be paying attention to; itMight be the way a sound at the end of a word is con-nected to thsound at the beginning Of the next word,for example lit plarming the syllabus, be Careful tu pro-vide suffithent samples of spoken English, according tothe fbIlowing criteria:

I. The samples should include texts that go beyondthe sentence levelconversations, stories, explanationssenixnces that are connected and are part of a wholewith a beginning and an end.

18



Preparing for Pronunciation Work

2. Samples should include a range of participant
roles: discourse among_ peers, among speakers _of the
same and opposite sex, among speakers of different
ages and levels of authority.

3. Where Tossible,_ authentic speech should be in-
cluded. The students' proficiency level is a determinant
of the appropriateness of using authentic speech. If
simplified or_teacher-prepared language is used, it
should be spoken as naturally as possible, and not dis-
torted for the sake of artifiCial

The language classroom should be examined to
determine to what extent supplementary language data
must be supplied. Some classrooms are language rich,
while others are language poor. An example of a lan-
guage-rich class is one in which students hear a variety
of speakers engaged_ in diverse communicative events.
A language-poor classroom is rne in which the stu-
dents listen only to the teacher interacting with them as
s teacher on classroom topics and tasks. Classrooms
can_be _language poor even_ in an English-as-a-second-
language (ESL) context. The criterion of a language-
rich classroom is the quantity and quality of language
that a learner can hear in that classroom.

_Many sources of speecheamples are available to be
used for pronunciation wo&, including:

commercially prepared tapes and videotapes that ac-
company grammar or listening comweiension texts;

radio programs, such as National Public Radio's "All
Things Considered" or Canadian Broadcasting Com-
pany's "As It Happens," or "Soundings";

recordings of books;
tapes of lectures (e.g., National Press Club, Com-

monwealth Club); and
videotapes of television programs, plays, and films

These sources provide the context in which the teacher
can illustrate how features of _pronunciationstress,
rhythm, and intonationfunction in speeth. One cau-
tion about using authentic examples is that they do not
always follow the rules of pronunciation as they are

19



14 TEACHING PRONUNCIATION

commonly formulated in many traditional texts. More-
over, teachers who have not had experience analyzing
stresrhythm, and intonation will find it as difficult to
apprehend as the students do.

Developing Effective
Li Stehing Skills

Although communication was long the tacit goal of
language learning, language instruction rarely: re-
semble& the kind of communication that takes place
beyond_ the classroom walls. Exercises did not require
students to talk to or understand each other. Recog=
nizing this deficiency, conteMPorary classrooms are at=
tempting to make conimunitation a priority. However,
because these classrooms are composed of nonnative
speakers of English, students need to understand other
nonnative speakers and be understood by them if they
are to engage in communication. Thus, students mustfirst learn to be willing and effective listeners and
Speakers before they can focus on pronunciation in coth-
municative contexts. An ticercise to develop effective
listening skills is described in the next section.

Developing
a Comfortable
Level of Fluency

In additiOn_to._aifoundationi in listening skills,istii-
dents_should have some experiente Of communicating
with_ other students heft:ire focusing on the specifics of
pronunciation_ This_experience _helps itongue=tied stu=
dents, or _simply_ ineifierienced speakers, whoi_ must
labor tortuously _to produce a, few -words. It is alto_b_enefi-
cial for_those who, because they mektommunicative ex=
periences,. are unable_tO assess their_ degree of coin=
municative clarity._ TiVo_ kindS ofexercises tan be _used
for this_purpose:_theifiiiency workshop and the _discus=

These are described in the exerCiSe section that
follows;
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Exercises
These exercises require that the student command a

corpus of vocabulary and syntactic structures sufficient
to understand the directions and to speak spontaneously
on a subject for at least 3 minutes.

Effective Listening Exercise

1. First explain that a communicative event in-
cludes at least one speaker and one listener, and that
both affect the success of the event. Many people, wheth-
er they are speaking their native or nonnative lan-
guages, mistakenly believo that it is the speaker who
bears the responsibility for the successful outcome of the
communication. But listeners who fail to understand
the speaker have a responsibility to ask for repetition or
clarification. Moreover, if listeners do not show that
they are listening, speakers may not he interested in
continuing to talk. The way a listener exhibits listening
behavior may vary from culture to culture. You will
demonstrate an exercise to help the class focus on the
listener's important role in communication. kfter the
demonstration, the rest of the class will have an oppor-
tunity to take part.

2. Ask for a volunteer to come up to the front of the
classroom and talk to you about a topic for 3 minutes.
You will demonstrate listening behavior while the vol-
unteer speaks. Ask the class to focus on you and to
observe and record what you do as a listener to show
that you are listening. You can ask the students to
predict the kinds of behavior that they might see: for
example, eye contact, listening sounds such as uh-huh,
mmhtnin; words such as yes, yeah, oh? and really?;
and phrases asking for repetition and clarification. Try
to be as natural as you can, and avoid exaggerating by
using more listening behavior than normal.

3. At the end of 3 minutes, ask the class to enumer-
ate1 what they observed. Ask the speaker to describe his
Or her feelings about your listening behavior and how
they might have encouraged him or her to speak.
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4. Now divide the class into gronps of three, assign-
ifig each to one of the roles of listener, speaker, or ob-
server. Suggest a couple _of possible topics for the speak-
er to talk about, for_ er.aMple: describe your living ac-
commodations, your trip to the United States, your cur-rent job, and so forth. Instruct the liSteners to try to tve
most cooperative, to be attentive,- to help the speaker by
asking questions _on the toPic if the speaker seems to be
at it Sudden loss fer words, but not to take over the talk-
ing. The observer should take note8 ofthe liutener's be-
havior and be ready to report to the Small group when
the speaker has finished talking. Allow 5 minutes for
this part of the activity: three minutes for the speaker,
and 2 minutes for the observer to report.

5. Ask one or two_obseevers to summarize their ob-
servations for the large group. Then have the students
Mvitch roles: the observer becomes the listener; the lis,
teller becomes the speaker, and the sPeaker becomes the
observer. Follow the steps outlined in No. 4.

6. For the fmal round, inttruct the students to
switch roles once again. The obserVer will become the
listener, the listener becethes the speaker, and the
speaker becomes the Observer. Thus:

Round 1

SlSpeaker
52Listener
53Observer

Round 2

81Observer
82peaker
83Listener

Round 3

81Listener
82Observer
83Speaker

7. After the students have played alLthree roles,
spend about 10-15 minutes summarizing their observa-
tions of the activity. Start by_making a master list of the
ways listeners demonstrated effective listening skills.
Then ask how the speakers felt. You might add these
observations: (a) that the effective listener can obtain
information from a speaker, even when the speaker
may not be clear, by using goed listening techniques,
such as asking for Clarification; and (b) that speakers
can learn to be better speakers by being attentive to what
listeners tell you they understand or do not understand.
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This exercise establishes a common foundation for
the class's understanding of what _it means to com-
municate._ However, you, as the teacler, need to assist
the students by showing them when to use these tech-
niques. Many students feel it is more polite to listen
without understanding than to interrupt and, get clarifi-
cation.They need to be_ shown how to interrupt accep-
tably. The total time for thiL exercise, including the
demonstration, is 45-50 minutes. (See Chan, n.d., for
more information about this application of a counseling
technique.)

The Fluency Workshop

This exercise, developed _by Maurice (1983), gives the
students a sense of improved fluency. It is a low-Fisk
speaking task because it involves speaking to only one
other person at a time, and no one monitors the
conversation.

The idea of this exercise is to give students the
chance to talk about the same topic but to three different
listeners consecutively. They are given decreasing per-
iods of time for each round. With eath subsequent
round, the speakers1 become more familiar with what
they want to_say and can say it more fluently. Allow 50
minutes for this exercise.

1. Ask the students to sit or stand in a large cirde.
(The first time around it is easier to have the students
seated because the chairs help to identify locations
when the students change partners).

2. Explain the purpose of the exerciseto develop
the students' oral fluency by giving them three oppor-
tunities to talk about the same topic.

3. Explain the procedure. Pair students off and label
one A and the other B. The As will begin as speakers;
the Bs will begin as listeners. There will be three
rounds. The tint round will be four minutes long. Then
the As will move one person to the right and speak on
the same topic with a rew partner for two minutes. For
the third round, the Aa will again move one person to
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the right and speak for_one minute. (The times can be
varied, but ail an introduction to the exercise, shorter
timets_work best.) Me listeners should be reminded to
use adive listening behavior. They mar ask questiOns to
help the speaker continue speaking, bat shOuld not take
over. Tell the listenerti that you *ill be asking them to
report on what they heaa at some point After the As
have completed three rounds, the Bs become speakiii
and the As listeners. The As will nevertheless continue
to move to new partners, Be sure the students under;
stand what to do before you ask them to begin.

4. Give the speakers a topic; tell the Bs that they will
have different topics, to prevent them from trying to use
their listening time to prepare for their turn.

5. Begin the exerciie. It will be noisy, because halfthe class will be Speaking simultaneously. The buzz
may warm the hearts of teachers who want to encour-
age _students to speak, but neighboring classes may notshire_ the same enthusiasm, so make appropriate
arrantements.

6. After the As have finished ask a few Bs to report
on what they heard. Then give the Bs their topic.

7. After the Bs have finished, ask some of the As to
report on what they heard.

8. When both As and Bs have concluded their three
turns each, ask students to discuss any differences they
could detect between the first anti third rounds. They
will generally say that it was easier for them to talk
about the same thing on the third try.

This exercise can be used as many times as the
class likes during the course.

The Discussion

Students Who have had little or no prior experience
With discussions in their previous schooling may not
appreciate the importance that teachers in the United
States place on discussions. An orientation to discus-
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sion as a thaching_and learning tool helps to inform and
alter their view-The nett step is to initiate the students
in_what may be their first discussion experience, You
cah &eilitate this experience by making the structure of
a discussion explicit and by defining the roles of the
participants. Following is a procedure far doing so.

1. Decide on a topic. To begin, choose a topic that
every student can easily say somethihg about, such as:
"Think of as many_ ways te keep warm as you can," or
"What can you do to study for the TOEFLI"

2. Determine the composition and size of each
group- Aunt for heterogeneity of language backgrounds,
persoitalities, and language abilities. Groups of between
feu/ and six students work well. As Students_ warm_ up
to discussions and the composition of ea& group is of
less significance, an easier and faster way M divide
studentg_upis to teunt them off by fours ifyou want four
gfoups, fivei if you want five, and so on. Other ways to
divide students are: early± riserS/late sleepers; oldest/
middle one/youngest in a family; those Who wear glas-
ses and those who don't; and so on.

3. Assign and explain the _roles of participants in a
discussion. These roles have been prescribed in order to
teach students gtheut discussions, since many have not
had experience with them.

_ a. The disCuaion leader is responsible for intro-
ducing the topic, making sure that everyone under-
stands it, and making sure everyone in the group has a
chance to speakthat no one person monopolizes the
discussion and that reticent students are encouraged to
contribute.

b. The rtporter takes notes of what participants
say during the ditieussion and summarizes these tom-
meats for the larger group at the conclusion _of the
small group discussion. The reporter also participates
in the discussion.

c. The participants listen actively by asking for
clarification, checking for understanding, and adding
comments to the topic.
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7. Comment on the way the discussions were car-
ried out, as well as on the reports. Your comments will
depend on the objectives of the particular discussion.

auring the discussion, the teacher can circulate among
the groups listening and participating only. when asked
and then only to answer a specific question briefly. Keep
in mind that the discussion exercise is an opportunity
for the students to speak

These three activities---the effective listening exor-
cise, the fluency woAshop, and the discussionserve
important _functions as preparation for pronunciation
work. By gaining immediate and direct experience as
communicators, learners- caiv see the need for develop-
ing their_own intelligibility. By acquiring a few tools to
get started_ as _communicators, they Will be able to make
the best use of the communicative activities that teach-
ers provide in the classroom. These activities can and
should_ be recycled throughout the _course, interwoven
with the focused pronunciation exercises, each support-
ing the other.



The Rhythm Of English

What Should Be the Focut
of PronunciatiOri Teadhihd?

A common4ense view of speech ProdUction, sup-
ported by the tenetLef the audiolinguid method, main;
tahla that clarity depends on the correct pronunciation
of the individual Sounds of a language. However, con-
trary to this concept, contemporary views hold that the
sounds of a language are less crucial fbi understanding
than the way they are orgartiZed. The rhythm and in-
tonation of English are two major organizing stractures
that native speakers rely on to proceti tpeecli. Not only
do rhythm and intonation_provide steuctUre, but they
also direct the listener to the Centers of attention in the
Stream of speect. Moreover, intonation, as a form of lin-
guistic gesture, plays an important role in the estab-
lishment and maintenance of social harmony (Wong,
1980.

Because of their major roles in communication,
thythm and intonation merit greater priority in the
teaching program than attention. to individual sounds.
In addition, since students usually &tire a limited time
frame for formal language study, as a matter of expedi-
ence, they should work on the features of pronunciation
that have the greatest Waring on annmunicative effec-
tiveness. This is not to say that the Pronunciation of
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individual sominds is irrelevant, but that it is neither
automatically the starting point nor the focus of
learning to speak a language. For the general language
learner, the payoffs are greater when sounds are
treata_ within theframework of rimythm and intonation:
The learner does not have to maim the transition from
learning_ the forms of sounds in isolation to learning
their forms in the stream of speech. Moreover, within
this framework; the seunde that will rceive the _great&
est Attntion_wilibe the ones that preserve thythth and
intonation, fbr example, the vowels and word-final and
word-initial soundsboth vowels and consonants. Al-
though rhythm and intonation are interrelated, they
are presented in separate chapters for the purposes of
discussion. Intonation is the subject of the next thaPter.

What Is Rhythm?
,The_ rhythm etEnglish -is one of the most diffictilt

featuret_for nominative speakersAolearn_andlbr hatiVe
speakers_to_iinlearn_*hen _studying _other langmuiges;
The_ thythm of a language is characterir:ed by , the
timing pattern of isuccessive syllable& In many lan-
guages other than-Enghsh, eveu syllzble-isigiven_tibea
theaame Iength.__Byeentrast;English syllablea
lengtk *ord may be _composed of a sequence ef a short
syllable followed by a long syllable and a short _sIllable,
as in the word- successive.-- This variation is typical at
the_teittence_level as well, althOugh sentendeS _*ith
monobeats, _that is, mono.:Aabic words of equal _length,
vin be found. An example is- the-Isarewell- given by an
astionaut to a satellite he-had just repaired: There-that_
bad bey :gee& Because sentences_composed of monobeats
are atypicalin Emiglish,_ they_ call' attention te_ theiTii_-
sel/es. Compare Now hear this! with one beat per word
to Listen to this! with two beats of unequal time in the
first- word, _The former -with its -monobeats tattles a
gtaatet serise of urgency than the laLter

It hi het uncommon_ fem. learners unconsciously to
impose the_ rhythmic patterns of-their native language
on the new language; unaware that rhythm is a vtr=
iabla it either the native or target language. AS a don-
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sequence of applying monobeats to English, nonnative
apeakers sometimes unwittingly drawi abnormal atten-
tion to what they say, even being mistakenly perceived to
be insistent Aside from the hazarA_ of being misjudged,
not knowing the Ayththie system of English is likely to
interfere with communication in general because, as
was mentioned earlier, rhythm is _an organizing prin-
ciple of speech. Causing even more difficulty fOr the
learner is the fact that the features of rhythm are not
represented in the sWIting system.

The key to the rhythmic system of English is syllable
length, which is affected by the following five factors:

1. Stress. Stressed syllables are longer than those
that are not; stressed syllables are those that are
marked in the dictionary as stressed.

2. Accent Accented syllables are longer than those
that are not; accented syllables are the ones that are
made prominent by the intoimtion contour.

3. Vowel Type. Full vowels are longer than redurted
vowels. In Bolinger's (1981) analysis of vowel types,
there are three reduced vowels: the mid-central vowel
fel, also known as schwa; the front vowel 1 0', whichis
the final sound found in some speakers' pronunciation
of the word city; and the back vowel I 01, which is the
final sound_ found in some speakers' pronunciation of
the word_ potato. Differentiating three reduced vowels
may be too difficult for both students and teachers,
particularly when the front and back reduced vowels
are not typically found in the teachers' dialect. More-
over, the &oat and back reduced vowels are not repre-
sented as such in citation forms in the diotionary. Thus,
for prattical, rather than linguistic considerations, con-
centrate on /84 because it is the most identifiable
reduced vowel._ The main point is that the reduced vowel
should be pronounced with a relaxed tongue and lips
and more quickly than a full vowel

4. Syllabk Structure. Syllables may end in a ton-
sonant (a closed syllable) or a vowel (an open syllable).
An open syllable is longer than _a closed syllable. In
closed syllables, length is also conditioned by the nature
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of the consonants, whether they arevoiced or voiceless,
stops or continuants: Compare goat-, which ends in a
voiceless consonant, and goad, which ends in a voiced
consonant. Closed syllables ending in voiced consonants
are longer than those ending in voiceless consonants.
Closed syllables that end in continuants (e.g., f,
v, w, r, s, xi) are longer than those that end in stops
(e.g., t, k, b, d, g/). For example, compare glows and
globe.

5. Pauses. Pauses should generally occur at phrasal
boundaries as opposed to at the end of every word or
even at the end of syllables within a word.

All five of these factors will be illustrated in this
chapter and the next.

Introducing English Rhythm

Rhythm is familiar even to the youngest thild beat-
ing on a table With a spoon. It can be heard in a swim-
mer's strokes or those of a tennis player, and of course,
in poetry and music. But rhythmAn_ language is less
familiar because it is less obvious. With young thildien,
music, Apnea, And storytelling can be exploited for
their wealth of rhythmic examples without resorting to
explicit treatments of the phenomenam Adult learners,
however, will benefit from_ conscious attention to the
features of Aythm: syllable length, stressed syllables,
full and reduced vowels, pauses, linking and blending
sounds between words, and how words are made prom-
inent by accenting syllables and simultaneously length-
ening syllaliles.

Begin by helping students make the connection
lxtween rhythm in general and the rhythm of language
in particular. For example, take a_ song with a_ simple
rhythmic pattern and_ask students to tap their toes, clap
their hands or nod their heads as you sing or play a
recording of the song. Malvina Reynolds' "Little Boxes"
works well for this purpose. Call _the students' attention
to the _syllables and worAs that fall on the beat, Which
take up more time than the syllables and words between
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the beats. While _spoken English does not have the
regularity _of thytrunic beats as songs and poems do,_ the
timing pimCiple is the same. Ask students to listen to
expressions such as the following and to try to identify
where the heavy beati fall:

1. How's it going?
2. Let's take a break.
3. Let's call it a day.

In (1), the heavy beatslall on _how's and go; in (2) on
let's and break; and in (3) on call and day. These words
take longer to say, While the other words are spoken
more quickly.

A nonmusical way of introducing rhythin is to select
a taped conversation, one that realistically represents
language in use-and is a good illustration of the rhythm
ofa conversation as well as the rhythm of language-(the
tapes by _Richards & Bycina, 1984, satisfy these criteria).
Identify the heavy beats in the_conversation so that you
can tap them out, for the students. Once introduced to
WS dimension of language, the students will become
sensitive to its features and can begin to explore its
properties.

Teaching Syllable Length
_ The heart of the rhythmic systemsyllable length
may be initially difficult for students to_ apprehend
through the ear but may he more deafly demonstrated
through the use of the other senses. Getting students to
hel_ differences in length through body movements, or
kin-esthetics, is one avenue. The use of rubber bands or
other elastic materials for this purpose was introduced

Gilbert (1978). By stretching the rubber bands to
correspond with the length of syllables, students can
feel the difference in a concrete manner. You can also
exploit the sense of sight by showing length as a set of
lines or circles:
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Chcles Lines

short
long

Circles marked over syllables are generally easier to
see than lines, and for this reason are used here. While
there_are more than two _degrees ofayllable duration_ in
speed', two seems a practicable number for the purpose
of demonstrating the concept of syllable length varia-
tion. The small dot identifies a syllable of short dura-
tion. The circle identifies a syllable of comparatively
longer duratiom While pita:Lis_ also a variable in what
is perceived by English speakers as lengthened, foi the
moment it suffices to note that when you pronounce the
words and phrases, some students will hear pitch along
with syllable length and_reproduce_it_as_well. Using this
system, the thythm of the word banana is represented
as follows:

bana na

Exercises

TO- introduce- students-to the concept of differences in
syllable length, try the following exercise.

Introductory Exercise on Syllable Length

1. Take a set of three-syllable -words, such as ba-
nanas; pineapples; ofanges; --apricotsi_or__computer;_i
moniton_ Macintoshi.IBM_Maric _the syllable lengths of
each _word-and_ ask students to note the differences in
length-as they-listen to you read each one. The list-could
be written on the 'board or_ on _handouts. _Fornonliterate
students,_thoose items_ _that_ you can bHng in,_ YOU- may
want_ _to_ practice reading _these words, checking to be
sure that they are read naturally, without undue clarity
or speed.
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o . o .
bananas computer

o
pineapples monitor

. .

oranges Macintosh

O .

apricots IBM

2. Before the second reading, distribute rubber
bands to each student (the wider, the better). Ask the
students to hold them with the index_ finger of each
hand and practice stretching the rubber bands: a little
and a lot.

3. Show the student& how to stretch the rubber
bands to correspond with the length of a syllable Try it
with banana. They should stretch the band a little for
ha, more for na, and a little again foriza. _Exaggerate on
the longer syllable: stretchS TRETC Hstretch.

4. Continue with the rest of the words.

5._ Now ask the students to pronounce each word
with you as they stretch the rubber bands.

6. Divide the students into pairs to practice, and go
around to listen and watch as they do.

In choosing your list of words, think of topics of par-
ticular interest and relevance to your students: words
they need to use, words they will come across fre-
quently, words they are learning in other classes, words
that are futi. Epstein (1983) asked his students to think
of words that described a person whom they are or have
been in love with, and used those words for work on
vowel length.

Example Practice Exercise: Syllable Length

After students have been introduced to the idea of
contrasting syllable length, they need opportunities to
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listen to these contrasts in the ord use of language.
The word potato is a_ gOodexample of contrasting syl-
lable length: short-long-short. In the following text, the
word_potato is used 14 times in an uncontrived and in-
teresting way.

The Potato Museum

Did youktrow that there is- such -a thing as-a potato
museum?Welli there is. It'sinWashington_D.C. The
museum shows-the evolutionefkotato culti-vation -from-the
use of el-Ay:how to the modernpotato .combine i. a muchine_.
thee harvests -Wakes. It how the cultivation of
the_POtatebetan in Peruend Bolivia and wasliter
introduced in:Europe by the Spanish- Conquistedors,North
&beim ipt the potatii_ifoM Wermuda and the_ Eitel&
colonists. The museumlythsplays include potato
ponlaksterieeijacesiWhat kas eyes but-can't see_
and _even postage stampL_On the museum's ivoeterit t
commentfrom-IAms-Patteuri Viiiiosity.and interest are
immediatelramuseetwhenyou putinto a young perton4
handk-apitate0-A reprechidion-of Wan -GogleiTaintingi
!The_ Potato Eatersi, I. in themuaeum-, alongiwith-his- =
comment,l-have-tried-to-iiiikeiteleatihow these peoPlei
eatingthear tataea under_the lamplight have dug the
earth-wi vemliandi they put in the -dish and so it

of manual labor; andlow they have-honontly earned
ieir food.' the-U.S.-todaljourkinds of potatoes-can he

found:_round_wMtei_ long whitei_round red (commonly
called Iliew" potatoes) and-RUsst.-Lonuwhitet-and
Russets canto bakediimashed orfried..Round reds are the
best for potato salad. Any of the-four tyjmecan-betised for
soups and stews. Did you know the potato has such a
history?

This text provides opportunities for students to listen
for tho contrasting lengths Ifli the wort potato many
timesiiand_ stthsequently to use it in talking about the
text Repetition is built into the text in a natural rather
than a mechanical way. One procedure for using this
text is outlined below.

L Read the text (or have someone with a 1ditThrent
voice quality, e.g., male if you are female_ or vice versa,
on tape) and ask the students to listen for the overall
meaning.

2- For the second_reading, ask the students to count
the number of times they hear the word potato or
potatoes, noting the contrasting syllable lengths.
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3. For the third reading, ask students to listen with
the objective of retelling the text to another student,
pronouncing the word potato with the short-long-short
pattern each time they use it

Before the students produce their own versions of
the text, they will, have heard_ the rhythtkof potato 42
times, the fleet 14 tiktes without ekplicit attention to the
form of the word, the second 14 times focused on it, and
the last 14 times unfmused on it. In retelling the text,
the intent is twofold: to _help students learn_to monitor
themselves, beginning with the one worA, and to initiate
students into contrasting syllable length.

Stressed Syllables and Syllable Length

Stressed syllables, as marked in the dictionary, are
longer than those that are not. Pitch changes also occur
on stressable syllables,_ but-pitch will not be formally
introduce& at this_ pointStudents who can use the
dictionary to find the stressed syllable(s) of a word in a
dictionary will have a tool they can turn to long after the
class has ended. In the following exercise, students are
asked to identi the primary stressed _syllable. In
selecting words for this exercise, include only those
vTith one stressed syllable marked. A second sample
dictionary exercise on "secondary" stress follows.

Using the Dictionary to Fihd the Stressedifyilable of
a Word. Dictionaries contain information that will help
students pronounce words. One important piece of
information is the primary stressed syllable, which is
the longest_syllable of a worILIthere may also be a
change in piteh on this syllable, but this is Mit Of
concern at the moment). It identifies a word as much as
the sounds of the word do. If a speaker places the stress
on a syllable -other than the one_ marked in the
dictionary, the listener may have diffidulty identifying
which word it is, or if it is an English word at all.

First, look up selected words in your dictionary. Note
the system used by_your dictionary to mark_ the primary
stress. It will be maHted in one of the following three
ways:
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1. before the stressed syllable 'did ton a ry

2. after the stressed syllable dtc' tion a ry

3. over the vowel of the Stressed syllable tzk tion a ry

Your dictionary will also show a "secondary stress,":
typically below the lettxr, either just befare_or just after
the syllable. Ignore this mark for now. Its function v6ll
be studied in the_next exercise.

Mark each of the wordi in the following way: mark
the stressed syllable with a circle and the rest of the syl-
lables with a dot. For example:

o
sur face

o .

vi ta min

o .

in tel li gent

(Choose words that will be interesting and useful to
your students and do not have secondary stress.) After
the students have marked these words, they can show
how the syllables differ in length using a rubber band.
Then they can practice pronouncing the words with a
partner.

You can devise a series of dictionary exercises fo-
cusing on stressed syllables to be used throughout the
semester.

A Second Dietionary Exercise. Turning to "sec-
ondary stress," recall that far the word dictionary,
second mark appears below the letter, either before or
after the syllable. This ma& provides two pieces of in-
formation: (a) the vowel in that syllable is a full vowel,
in other words, it is not one of the "swallowed vowels";
and (b) you would give some_length to this vowel. How-
ever, no pitch changes will oCCur on this syllable.

Look up the fallowing words and mark both the pri-
mary-stressed and the secondary-stressed syllable with
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a circle; mark the remaining syllables with a dot.

o . o
analyze

o .

neighborhood

o o
programmer

After students have been introduced to pitch changes in
the next chapter, you can return to this exercise and
show them how pitch changes occur only on the pri-
mary-stressed syllable.

Full and Reduced Vowels and Syllable Length

Reduced Vowels. The nature- of the vowel is another
influence on syllable length. The duration of reduced
vowels is shorter than that of fuE vowels. A word such
as banana is composed of a sequence beginning with a
reduced vowel, followed by a full vowel, then a reduced
vowel:

iwi AR
reduced full reduced
short long short

The rhythm of banana is short-long-short. One way
to think of reduced vowels is in their manner of produc-
tion: The lips are not as tight or tense, the tongue nwre
relaxed than when the full vowels are pronounce& The
most common reduced, vowel is represented in the dic-
tionary as /al, called schwa. When you see this symbol,
you_ know the vowel is reduced and therefore short Note
that the term short refers to the duration of the vowel
and not to the conventional names of vowel letters in
reading instruction.

Show the students how to pronounce this vowel by
contrasting it with the three basic vowels: / i 1 as in ten,
/u/ as in two, and Jai as in father._ Draw a picture of the
mouth and show how the tongue tip moves forward for
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i 1, back for iu/, and the jaw is lOwered for /W.

/u/ as
in_--
two

/a/ as
in

father

The Three Basle Vowels Contrattkl With Sthwa

Have the students repeat the three_VO*0.10._Eifter_YOU:
AV, and Mi._ _Ask_theni to_ feel _the tongue:move forward
foiri_it and baci for Ail. Have them_ say these two or three
tithed So they can_ sense- the difference: /i/=./u/-;-_
fiNui. Point_ out the definite shape_ _of _the' _lipS for
lif===they're spread-andibt hilthey're founded._

NOW- dompare_ hi and l'el._SaY_ these two or three
times: Note again the spread lips.
Do the same for /u/ and lat. Note the rounded lips for itif
and the unroundingfor /ski _ _ _

NOW primounce_the word_ithóther. The first vowel in
this Wordis the reduced vowel, schwa ht. Ask the stu=
dents to say another two -or_ three times and- try- te gehse
where the tongue is and howilt_feelitlit_the_begirthing Of
the:word. The_tongue is neither_ hie nor le*, front nor
bitc-k,_butin the middle. It is also relaxed. The shape of
the lips is neither spread nor rounded. Because ofthese
characteristics, the vowel schwa cannot be AS clearly
perctived As theiother voWeltL_

GiVe the students an opportunity to listen and watch
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as you pronounce a list of two-syllable words that have
the reduced voweLschwa in_ either the fifst or second
syllable._ Have the students number frian one to 10 on a
sheet of paper. For each word they hear, they should
wilte 1st or 2nd according to whether the schwa is in
the first syllable or the second. Here is a possible list:

1. agree (1st)
2. college (2nd)
3. conclude (1st)
4.
5.

m am a
receive ((211d)1st)

6. untrue (1st)
7. reduce (1st)
8. poppa (2nd)
9. believe (IA)

10. opera (2nd)

Notice that the word opera may be pronounced as
two or three syllables. Determine how you pronOunce
this word. If you pronounce it as three syllables, delete
it frbm the list.

Then check the students' responses. Next, write
these words on the Voard and indicate tha reduced vowel
by drawing a slash mark through it. Call the students'
attentionio the fact that no one vowel letter represents
this sound. In these examples, the reduced vowel is rep-
resented by: a, e, a, and u. Practice pronouncing these
words, concentrating on making the reduced syllable
shorter.

Dictionary Exercise: Identifying the Reduced Syl-
lable Schwa. In addition to providing information _about
stressed syllables, the dictionary _also identifies the re-
duced syllable, schwa. This exereiie Shows students
how to use the dictionary to find this information.

Look up the following words in your dictionary.
Writh the schwa symbol over the appropriate letters. For
example:

8 _ _ _ a
ba na na

corn pu ter
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a
sur face

break faa st

vow el
a a

syl la ble
a

en ve lope

Continue the list_with woths of relevance to your stu-
dents. After the students have marked the vowel pro-
nounced as schwa, have them mark the length of each
syllable using the circle system. Then ask the students
to practice pronouncing the Words, concentrating on
making the distinCtiens in syllable length as shown.

Full Vowels-. A sithfae way to differentiate-between
full and reduced vowels, following Gilbert (1984), is to
describe full vowels as those that are clearer than re-
duced vowels. When students (and native speakers, too)
mist; _hearing syllables th a word, these are usually the
reduced vowels (e.g, a student may hear =meter for
thermometer). Following is a Sample exercise for
students to gain practice listening for full vowels.

Full and Reduced Vowels Eiercise. Notice what
happens to the clarity of the vowels of the words in the
first column when they occur in unstressed syllables in
the second. Look these words up in the dictionary and
write the symbol for the underlined vowel in the spaces
provided.

face surface

brisk, fast bmakfast

gage baggage

land Oakland, England

man salesman
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chase pu rchase

mouth Plymouth

found Newfoundland

rate separate

can American

ford Medford

fort eff2rt

sand thousand

Relative Syllable Length

hi addition to stress and vowel type, syllable length
is influenced by its structure: open or closed, and the
type of consonants that close or end a syllable. As
pointed out earlier, syllable length is a central feature of
rhythm. In addition, it also plays_a role in word identifi-
cation. Some students have difficulty making distinc-
tions between werds that differ only in their final conso-
nant sound,_ such as the difference between bvt and bed.
Some pronundation texts attempt to help students by
focusing the difference between the final consonant&
However, perceptual studies show that it is the length of
the preceding vowel that listeners u9e to identify the
word. This finding suggests that exercises ibcusing on
vowel length would be more productive. The following
exercise serves simply to focus the students' attention
on syllable length. It is not necessary for students to
identify the differences in length among the intermedi-
ary words, only that the vowel lengths increase from
relatively short to relatively long as you read from left to
right. You can use the rubber bands to ;thew length
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here as well. Have the students listen and stretch their
rubber bands along With you as you read. Then have
them say these words after you and try to make each
subsequent vowel longer. Although the length differ-
ence& are small, asking student& to make them longer
draws ther: attention to a feature they may not have
noticed befoi a.

Shod Long

wak
weight

weighed
wave

ways Wayne weigh
way

grate
great

grace grade graze
grays

grain gray

plate place played plays plain play

seat cease seed seas
seize

Sten
scene

sea
see

Relative Syllable Lehgth Exercise No. 1. The follow-
ing exerdse gives students an opportunity to listen to
pairs of words and compare the vowel lengths in each.
Bead each pair twiCe: Read the first word followed by
the second, and then read the second word followed by
the _first. This_ way they will hear each word read with
both intonation patterns.

Instruct'ons to the_ Student: Listen as your teacher
reads pairs of wOrdS. Dedde which vowel is the longer
of each pair. For example, in the first pair, way and
weight, which vowel is longer, the one in the first or the
second wOrd? (the first). On your answer sheet, circle
first or second, according to what you hear.

The student worksheet would look like this:

1. first second
2. first second etc.

The teacher's key for this eXérdie would look like this:

1. way weight

2



2. great gray
3. play played
4. seed sea
5. plain plate
6. weight wave
7 . geL great
8. played plain
9. seen seed

1 0. seas cease

Relative Syllable Length Exercise No. 2. This exer-
cise is more difficult because the contrast in length iS
not as great as it is in the words in the first exercise.

.

weighed
graze

weight
grace

3. place plays
4. seed seat
5. plate played
6. grays grace
7. place plays
8. cease seas
9. seats seeds

1 0. grades grates

Relative Syllable Length Exercise No. 3. Now that
students have had a chance to compare syllable length
in pairs of isolated words, they can move on to listening
for the same diffirences with the words embedded in
sentences. In the next exercise, an adaptation of a pro-
cedure developcd by Bowen (1972), students will listen
for as well as try to say these words with enough dif;
ferentiation in syllable length sa that listeners can dis-
tinguish one sentence from the other.

Begin by demonstrating the meaning of the follow-
ing pairs of exchanges created by Gilbert (1984):

Speaker A: There's something in my eyes!
Simaker B: Call a doctor!
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Speaker A: Therei something in my ice!
Speaker B: Call a waiter:

Point out to the students that the main difference be-
tween eyes and ice is that the vOWel in eyes is longer
than the vowel in iee. (Clueing studentsin to this differ-
ence is much more effective than to the voicing differ-
ence betmem the two final consonants). Now ask them
to take Speaker B's part. If you say There's something
in my eyes!" th:.ey should respond with Call a doctor !
and if you say There's SOmething in my ice! they should
say Call a waiter! 'Ey it with the class a couple of times.
Then ask individual students to respond as you sayeither sentence.

The practice session can be organized in one of two
ways, depending on the Siie of your class. If you have a
small class (uP to 20), you can arrange the students inth
a circle. Then tell the students that each person will
have a chance to trY saYing the two sentencek and class
membere *ill respond according to what they hear.
You will tell the students which sentence to say by
raising one finger for sentence one and two fingers for
sentence two. Stand behind one of the students in the
circle. This student will he Speaker B. The student
opposite VIII he Speaker A. You will signal to this
student which sentence to Say hi this way, everyone but
the respondent will know which sentence Speaker A
will attempt to say. After these two students have had
several turns, move to the next person in the circle, who
will be the new Speaker B. The new Speaker A will be
the person opposite.

If you have a large class, or if the classroom is flied
so that a circle arrangement is impractical, ask the
student who will be Speaker A to go to the front of the
room facing the students. You can signal this student
from the back of the roOm. Class members may be
designated ail Speaker A and B in some prearranged
order. In this setup,_only Speaker A will know which
sentence he or ihe is attempting to say following the
teather's signal.
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Another minimal dialogue pair:

A: Have you seen a cap?
B: There's one on the table.

A: Have you seen a cab?
B: There's one across the street.

The following conversation might take place in a car:

A: Can you put my glasses in the back?
B: Pass them over.

A: Can you putmy glasses in the bag?
B: The brown ones?

You can also make up your own to use throughout
the semester, since students will benefit from continual
attention to syllable length.

At this point, students know the following points:

1. English words are composed of syllables that vary
in length.

2. Every word af more than one syllable has a pri-
mary-stressed syllable that is longer than the other
syllables in the word, and this stressed syllable is
marked in the dictionary.

3. Vowel type determines syllable length. Full vow-
els are longer than reduced vowels. The spelling system
does not distinguish full vowels from reduced vowels.
However, the dictionary identifies one of the reduced
vowels with the symbol /a/. The others must be
determined by ear.

4. Syllable structure affects syllable length.

Students can now begin a set of practice exercises that
start by LRaching them to use a marking system that
Mdicates haw to read a text with the rhythm pattern of
English. After they have learned to read the marked
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text, they rehearse the same text until they can protium
it without reading._ For longer texts, the "Read and Look
Up" teclmique cam be utied (West, cited in Via, 1976).
Students may look at the text, but when they are ready to
speak, they must look up and make eye contact with
their listeners while they are speaking.

Reading Marked Syllable Length Exercise NO. I. Ifi
this exercise, which simulatee a real conversational in-
terchange, students working in pairs begin by prac-
ticing asking the meaning of and explaining abbrevia-
tions, foeusing on syllable length. Each syllable is coded
for length with a dot for a short syllable and a circle for
a long syllable so that the studeriti have a Visible check
eh how long each syllable should be. If students do well,
you can try having them come up with their Own ab-
breviations for their partners to query them about.

A. What do the following abbreViations mean?

. o . .
1. USA (United States of America)

o o . o . .

2. NYU (New York University)

000 o o o o .

3. ABC (American Broadcasting Company)

0 0 0 0 0 . 0 . . . . . . o o
4. UCLA (University of California at Los Angeles)

B. The same procedure can be used with the following
humorons nicknames for aithnes colleeted by wi-iter
Peter S. Greenberg (S.F. Sunday Examiner and
Chronicle, Sept. 2, 1985):
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000 .
1. PAL (Plane Always Late)

G00 o o o
2. SAS (Slow And Stop)

41 =

(Philippine Air Lines)

(Scandinavian Airlines)

000 0 . 0 . 0 D
3. TWA (Teenie Weenie Airline)

o o o
(Try Walking Across)

(Trans World Airlines)

o 0 .

4. KLM (Keep Loving Me)
(Royal DutCh Airlines)

000 0 o . 0 0
5. PSA (Poor Sailor's Airline)

(Pacific Southwest Airlines)

13 . 0
6. NWA (Not Working Again)

(Northwest Airlines)

Reading Marked ffyllóble Length Exercise No. 2. Id-
ioms serve as good texts for practice. Students are in-
terested in learning idioms, and the rhythm of idioms
are conventionalized. Once students learn the rhythm
of an- idiom, they can. use it vLhenever they ruse the idi-
om. Two Lists are given here. The first is a list of idioms
that students are likely to hear but are not advised to use
because they are too informal or because they are not yet
able to judge the appropriate settings in which they can
be used. Me second list consists of idioms that they will
net only frequently hear but that nonnative speakers
can safely use as well. The division is subjective; the
point is that students should be aware of when, with
whom, and how these idioms may be used.
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Read the following idioms to the students. Call their
attention to the circles above the syllables of each word
indidating Syllable length. A dot represents a short
syllable, and a circle represents a longer syllable.
Elaboeate en the idioms by creatingan anecdote around
them to illustrate their meanings. For example, fer the
first idiom, you would read it first and then illustrate it
by saying something like, Two students are talking
about an exam theyjust took. Student A says, "That was
the ea.siest eicaM Profrisor Higgins has ever given!"
Student B replies, "Yeah, it was a piece of cake!" Note
that of should be pronounced as a schwa (I /) or the
idiom will Seund odd.

A. Idioms for comprehension only:

. o
1. It's a piece of cake.

111110 o . . 0 .
2. She got hot under the collar.

o
3. Let's call it quits.

o o
4. You're off the hook.

o .

5. Let's play it by ear.

B. Idioms that can be used:

o .10 0 . . o .

1. I'm a bit under the weather.

o 0 0 . o .
2. I need to pull myself together.

o o.o . 11 0.0... o.
3. It's six of one and half a dozen of the other.
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o o o o o . o
4. I just lost my train of thought.

o o .

5. Let's grab a bite.

After students have checked to see that they have
mariEed the idioms correctly, they can practice saying
them with a partner, who will be listening for the dis-
tinctions between long and short syllables._

For additional practice, pair students off and a sk
them to create a situation, two characters, and a con-
versation that at some point uses one of the idioms
practiced.

Re ing Marked Syllable Length Exercise No. 3.
Read the following sentences and ask the students to
notice the circles above the syllables of each word indi-
cating syllable length. A dot represents a short syllable,
and a circle represents a longer syllable.

o . . o . . . .
1. Question: What is the capital of England?

Answer: E.

. . . . . .

2. Question: What is in the middle of Paris?
o o

Answer: The letter r.

o
3. Question: Do you stir your tea viith your fight hand

. o
or your left hand?

0 G 0 0 0
Answer: I stir my tea with a spoon.
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0 0 0 . . 04. A: I just saw your name in a book!

o . o o
B: Oh, really? What book?

o o
A: The Phone book.

This time, ask the students to watch you as you read.
Add a nonverbal gesture to coincide with each long syl-
lable, for example, 11 slight node&your head or a move-
ment of your finger. The next time you read, have the
studenti make some type of gesture for every long syl-
lable they hear. FinMly, ask the students to make these
gestures simultaneously as they say the sentencei.
When students add these physical gestures, they get a
better feeling for the vaiiation in syllable length_ arid_ the
overall rhyllm of sentences (Acton, personal communi-
cation; he has made kinesics, or body movements, a
centrA part of his Pronunciation instruction).

You might also select a videotape shoviing closeups
of people1 speaking and have students o4serve their
nonverbal behipiior as a clue to rhythm. Turn off the
sound so- that the focus will be entirely on the visual
images. In additien or alternatively, ask students to
observe people outside of class: in the school cafeteria,
on the bus, at the supermadrét, on television.

Pauses ahd Thstsuht Groups
Working on thought groups is a good way to help

students whose tendency is to pz-onounce every syllable
with equal leneth, giving listeners the impression that
they are listening to a stream of syllables rather than
groups of words. Begin by giving students texts with the
thought grouPs already marked. Students should read
each _group as a unit and pause only at the end of each
one. The pauses are important because their locations
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are determined by the grammar of English and are
used by isteners to organize the information they hear.
Each laaguage uses _pauses in accordance with its
linguistic structure (Grosjean, 1980, cited in Gilbert,
1983)-. Moreover, some languages mark thought-group
boundaries in other ways, such as with clause-final
particles, and speakers of such languages would not
think of using pauses for this purpose in English.

Exercises

Thought Groups Exercise No. 1

The juxtaposition of two prepositions in these
sentences illustrates the imvortance of pausing to mark
the boundary between phrases. Have the students listen
as you read the sentences that follow and pause only at
the point marked by a slash._ Then have them practice
in pairs with the listener monitoring for pauses only at
the places marked.

1. What time do you come inlin the morning?
2. This is what I've been looking for/for hours!
3. Look your papers over/over the weekend.
4. Turn your papers in/in their final form on

Monday.

5. Why don't you think it over/overnight?

You can follow up on this exerthse by dividing the
students into small groups to prepare a role vlay that
they are free to improvise on any subject as long as they
use these expressions in it.

Thought Groups Exercise No. 2

The following sentences illustrate the use of pauses
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to separate lists ofitems. Follow the same procedure
here as outlined for Eiercise No. 1.

1. The three ages of man are:/ youthj middle age/
and "my how wonderful youlookr/

2. Puccini's opera "Turandot" requires threethings: /big, thzilling voices,/ visual spectacle/ andorchestral sweep./

3. People are said th think,/ play/ and work at their
best/ when the 24-heur temperatures/ average between
63 and 73 degrees Fahrenheiti

Complete this exercise with more sentences of this type
that would best suit your students. After students have
had practice pausing after items in a seizes, dividethem into pairs or small groups. Ask them to interviewone another using questions sudi as these:

1. If you had three wishes, what would they be?
2. If you could visit three cities (money is of no

concern), what would they be?

3. When you came to the United States (or Canada,
etc.), what were the three most essential items that youhad to bring with you?

After the interviews have been completed, ask the stu-dents to report their results, tAing care to pause aftereach item.

Thought Groups Exercise No. 3

The next set of sentences, all on the topic of
contemporary superstitions and popular beliefs, illus-
trate the use of pauses to separate prepositional phrases
and clauses. These Sentences can be used with ad-
vanced level students; for students of intermediate
proficiency, more appropemte sentences should be
selected. FollOw the same procedure for this exercise as
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outlined in Exercise No. 1.

1. In Illinois,/ &Frying around the house in low
gear/ is said to cure a family member's illness)

2.-In North Carolina) if the first bird seen on New
Year% morning is flying high,/ there will be good
health during the year./

& Many _superstitions follow the formula:l if Ai then
B/ with an optional C./

4. If you break a mirror,/ then you will have seven
years' bad luck,/ unless you throw the broken pieces
into a moving stream./

5. If you spill salt/ then you will have bad luck,/
unless you throw some over your left shoulder./

Ask the students to discuss, in small groups, super-
Editions from their countries and then to report on_ their
findings to the large group, monitoring thamselves for
placing pauses between phrases and clauses.

Thought Groups Exercise No. 4

These sentences all include a descriptive clause in
the middle. Follow the procedure outlined in Exercise
No. 1.

1. Folk beliefs and superstitions,/ which are found
among people all over the world,/ proVide a socially
acceptable way for people to deal openly/ with fright-
ening things that are not within their control/

2. Alan Dusides,/ who teaches folklore at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley,/ says that "it is a serious
subject that deals with the essence of life."/

3. Scholars at the 1University of Califbrnia at Los An-
geles who are compiling an encyclopedia of American
superstitions and popular beliefs,/ have nearly one mil-
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4. Many folk remedies contain a kernel of truth,/ as
in the case of garlicV which has been found useful in
treating hy-Pertension./

5. Halloween,/ which in Europe1 honors the dead but
in the United States celebrates childhood,/ points to the
adoration of youth in Amefica./

Ask the students to choose a subject, for example, their
roommate, supose, friend, or relative, Write two de-
scnptive sentences aboid this person and then combine
them into one sentence, making one an adjective
clause. Mk the students to practice delivering, the sen-
tence with a partner, who will listen to check that the
pauses afe pliCed before and after the clause. Then ask
the students to deliver their sentences to the class.

Thought Groups ExerdiSe No. 5

Take a text that students might encounter on
television or the radio. The following is the introduction
to the teleVision series, "The Twilight Zone." Have the
students practice the introduction as though they were
going to be the vOice on television. Record their
readings. Ask the students to watch the program, if
available in your area, and compare their version with
the one on teleVision.

You're traveling through another dimension,/ a
dimension not only of sight and sound/ but of mind,/
a joutney ink, it wondrous land whose boundaries
are that of the imaginationi That's the signpost up
ahead/ . . . you/. next Stop,/ the Twilight Zone./

Rhythm And LinkihO Sounds
Some students have learned English through the eye

rather than through the ear, resulting in the false
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notion that words should be pronounced the way they
look on the printed page, each one separated by blank
spaces. Their speech_typically is replete with pauses,
one after every word. They need to learn to make smooth
transitions from one word to the next. Other students
have difficulty pronouncing consonants when they oc-
cur at the ends of words because consonants do not
typically occur in this position in their nafive language.
They, too, would benefit from attention to making
transitions between words. For the latter, linking a
final consonant sound to a beginning vowel sound alters
the syllable structure from one that ends in a consonant
to one that begins with one._ For example, in the phrase
watch out, if a speaker pronounced it as two separate
words, both would be difficult because of the final
consonant. But if the tit of watch is linked to the ou in
out, it is no longer a final but an initial consonant in a
new syllable, chout.

Exercises

Linking Sounds Exercise No. 1

Select common phrases that students are likely to
hear. Pronounce them for the studorrs, calling their
attention to the way the final consonants of the first
words are connected to the initial vowels of the second.
Have the students practice saying them.

I. Look out!
2. Watch out!
3. Hurry up!
4. Thank you!
5. Not at all!

After students have practiced_ these phrases, briefly
describe a situation to them and ask them to provide an
appropriate response. For example, if_you say, Youjust
opened the door for me and I said, "Thank you." What
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do you _say? the1 student would say Not at all. Here is
another example: You are waiting for a friend to go
home. Your friend is putting he .. books away very
stowly. What do you say?

Linking Sounds Exercise No. 2

L This little rhyme is a good example of how words
can be restructured because of the way English links
sounds of one word to the next:

She was peeved and called him "Mr."
Not because he went and kr

But because just before,
As she opened the door,

The same Mr.

Point out to the students how two words, kissed her can
rhyme with one word, mister or sister in English. Give
students time to practice saying this thyme.

2. Students can alsc practice with the following
rhyme, which also illustrates how sounds can cross
word boundaries:

Fuzzy Wuzzy was a bear
Fuzzy Wuzzy had no hair
Fuzzy Wuzzy wasn't fuzzy, was he?

Linking Sounds Exercise No. 3

These riddles in rhyme provide a humorous way to
practice making links between words.

L Brothers and sisters have I none,
But that man's father was my father's son.
(man looking at a picture of his son)

2. Whaa round like an apple,
Shaped like a pear,
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With a slit in the middle
All covered with hair? (a peach)

3. Round as an apple, flat as a hip,
Got two eyes and can't see a bit. (a button)

4. Walk on the living, they don't even mumble.
Walk ofi the dead, they grumble and grumble.
(leaves)

5. Comes in at every window
And every door crack,
Runs around and round the house
But never leaves a track. (the wind)

Divide the students into groups of four or five. Have
them practice these Hddles in a round-robin fashion;
that is, the first student to speak reads the first line; the
next person takes the next, and so on. Group members
should help each other remember to make the proper
links between words (see Morley, forthcoming).

Linking Sounds Exercise No. 4

This exercise is for advanced students with enough
experience listening to English to understand this
conversation. It is taken from a comic strip called "The
Born Loser" and starts out with two men with fishing
poles on a pier. A third man arrives and starts talking
to one of the men, while the other fishes and listens to
their conversation with a quizzical expression. Students
could first try to figure out what they are saking. Their
conversation is written out the way it sounds. Alter-
natively, the teacher1 could read it to the students, who
then try to write the conversation down in regular
spelling.

Fisherman A: Hiya Mac.
Fisherman B: Lobuddy.
Fisherman A: Binear long?
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Fisherman B:
Fisherman A:
Fisherman B:

A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A.

Cuplours.
Ketchuneny?
Goddafew.
Kindarthay?
Bassencarp.
Enysizetoum?
Cuplapowns.
Hittinard?
Sordalite.
Wahchoozin?
Gobbawurms.
Fishanonboddum?
Rydonnaboddum.
Goddago.
Tubad. OK Takideezy.
Seeyarown. Gluk.
(Addressing the third fisherman):
Wahchooketchinfella?

C: No entiendo senor,
A: One other guy on the pier ix) talk to

and he don't speak no English.

Here is the translation, just in case you'd like to check it
out:

B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

HiYa Mac.
Hello buddy.
Been here long?
Couple of hours.
Catching any?
Got a few.
(What) kind are they?
Bass and carp.
Any size to them?
Couple of pounds.
Hitting hard?
Sart of light.
What are you using?
(A) gob of worms.
Fishing on the bottom?



Right on_ the bottom.
: (I've) Got to go.

Too bad. OK. Take it easy._
See you around. Good luck.
What are you catching, fella?
(Spanish for '7 don't
understand.")



3
Intonation

What Is Intonation?
Like rhythm, intonation in English contributes to

the structure and interpretation of information in
speech. Whereas contrasting syllable length is the basis
of rhythm, variations in pitch give form to intonation.
Rises and falls in pitch are similar to those in music;
in fact, intonation has been described as the melody of
speech. These pitch rises and falls, when they serve to
make something stand out as important, are referred to
as accent here, following _Bolinger (1981). While accent
is an element-ofintonation, it is at the same time an el;
ement of thythm because it also affects syllable len
Thus it is only for the convenience of discussion that
rhythm and intonation have been_separated. Actimities
described tr, the end of this chapter enable students
ultimately to focus on both.

Intonation makes words stand out by creating peaks
and valleys with pitch. Accenting a syllable with a high
or a low pitth, compared with the pitch on the sur-
rounding syllables, makes both the syllable and the
word it is in more noticeable. This capability provides a
speaker with a way to highlight certain information, be-
cause of its newness, informativeness, or interest, and
backgrounding other information, because of its re=
dundancy, lesser importance, or lack of interest. While
speakers can choose which words to accent, English
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has a preference for peaks of prominence at the begin-
nings and ends of independent clauses, resulting in an
intonation contour that looks like a suspension bridge:

na
Into- -tion taakes words st

The peak at the beginning serves as an attention-getter,
and the one at the end has the effect of a punch, sug-
gests Bolinger 0.981 What kinds of words do the ac-
cents tend to fall an^ There seems to be_a hierarthy with
nouns at the top, followed by veths; at the bottom are the
function words: prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions,
and articles.

Nlonnative speakers who are unfamiliar with 1the
way_English uses pitch will often_ apply their native lan-
guage rules tc English. For example, in Tagalog, a
word is emphasized by shifting its stressed syllable and
lengthening the newly stressed syllable. We can see this
nile being applied in_the following statement made by a
Filipino congrssman: This is an aMENDment to an
aMENDment to an amendMENT (Dacanay & Bowen,
1963). The stressed syllable, normally on the second
syllable of amendment, is shifted by the Filipino speaker
to the third syllable (the- stressed syllables are repre-
sented in_capital letten). If his intent was to emphasize
the last amendment, it would be missed by the English
speaker, who would expect the pitch to be most promi-
nent on the second syllable of the ihird_ amendment.
Just Ita speakers of other languages often apply native
language intonation rules to English, English speakers
approaching another language are likely to expect in-
tonation to operate in the same way that it does in Ezig
lish. _Learners of German, for example, may be sur-
prised to find that the function of intonation in English
to express shades of feelings is carried out in German
by modal particles, such as doch and etwa (Schubiger,
1972). Another reason why nonnative speakers' ac-
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centual pattern may differ from that of English_is that
they may try to approximate_the _patterns, of English.
Consider this_example: Tonight we are going to sing a
program of German SONGS, French SONGS, and
Italian SONGS (example from Davis, 1981). The speaker
may have known that English uses stress but not how to
choose the wordS to_stress.

How can we teach. learners to use intonation in Eng=
lish? Some simple rules have been formulated, which
have been helpful for learners at the beginning stages.
However, as they progress _beyond _this stage and en-
counter authentic speech samples, they find that these
ivies cannot be consistently applied. Take, for example,
the rule that wh-questions are spoken with a terminal
rising-falling intonation, as in:

What's for home
work9

This rule implies that no other intonation pattern can
be used with these types of questions, yet a rising
intonation as in:

What's for home work?

is also possible and may be preferable in certain con-
texts, such as when the speaker wishes to appear non-
chalant. Clearly, a description of intonation based solely
on grammatical structure does not give learners suffi-
cient information to discover what differences in intona;
tion can mean.

A well-known rule stetes that the first member of a
compound noun receives the stress, as in: SUBway,
STREETcar, HOMEworh, BMCKboard, CAbk car, and
PEAnut butter. While this rule is descriptive, it requires
elaboration, First of all, some noun compounds do not
conform with this rule arid receive _stress on the second
memberConsider these examples from Bolinger (1965):
lemon_ Krifses (compare with LEmon drops) and hotel
gaRAGE (compare with hoTEL room) and popuLAtion
DENsity, in which both nouns are_ stressed, Secondly,
some noun compounds _are stressed and accented and
some are stressed but not accented. For example, con=
sider the fbllowing sentences:
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1. (A student to the teacher, where blackboard is the
focus word):

I can't see the BLACKboard very well from here.

2. (A teacher to the janitor, where cleaning is the
focus word):

The blackboard needs CLEkNing.

In sentence (1), blackboard is accented, so accent and
stress coincide. The first syllable is pronounced with
either a high ar low pitch and, is _also lengthened. In
sentence (2), blackboard is not accented. The first sylla-
ble is stressed, but in this case there is no accompany-
ing change in pitch, only a lengthening of the syllable.

Another familiar rule applies to noun phrases com-
posed of an adjective and a nouni where the noun, being
more important, will be accented, as in: clean SHIRT,
fast CARS, hot porAto. However, counterexamples can
again be found to confuse the issue; compare the three
phrases just cited _with TEE shiri, FAST pass (the nmne
of the bus pass offered by the San Francisco bus com-
pany), and HOT dog. Consider also these examples
from Bolinger (1965): a lean and HUNGry look; LEgal
pmfession versus legal MARriage. Mist needs to be
added to the generalization about adjective + noun
phrases is that as these phrases become more like
nouns, they take on characteristics of nouns.

As with the noun compounds discussed earlier,
these phrases also need to be examined in the context of
sentences to see how accent affects intonation contours.
Suppose two photographers are discussing the type of
model they think would sell to advertisers:

A. Some magazines like to feature the lean and
HUNG6, look.

B. The lean and hungry look won't LAST.

Notice that the phrase the lean and hungry look is in a
position favored to be accented, and the accent does oc-
cur on the stressable syllable of hungry. However, in B's
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response, since the idea of lean and hungry is no longer
new information, it canies no accent, even though it is
at the beginning of the sentence, a position also favored
to be accented. The idea of the look's_ transitory nature is
the piece of information that is new or important, so last
is tke word that is accented.

The stress patterns of compound nouns are vul-
nerable to a nufaber of influences,as the history of the
phrase boy scouts will illustrate. When the phrase first
appeared, it could be pronounced BOY scouts or boy
SCOUTS, like boy KING and student PRINCE. Then the
scouts became institntionalized; other kinds of scouts
faded from folklore; the -girl scouts were organized and
called GIRL scouts tzi contrast with BOY scouts. These
developments, along with the analogy of forestress in
other noun compounds, all figured in the fossilization of
the accent on boy. Thus, the story of stress is not as
simple and straightforward as it might appear.

These examples suggest that it is insufficient to
teach students the conventions of noun and verb stress
rules alone. Students need to learn how to determine
what is considered common and redundant, and_what
is unusual and new. This knowledge can be applied
more broadly than to just nouns and verbs. In a con-
versation, students need to learn how to acknowledge
information !liven oy their interloeutor in their re-
sponses. Otherwise, they will appear to be parrotting
their conversational partner or ignoring what was said.
Take for example this constructed interchange between
a nonnative speaker and a supermarket clerk at the end
of a sales transaction:

Clerk: THANK you.
NNS: THIVNK you.

An interchange between native speakers would tran-
spire in this fashion:

Clerk: THANK you.
NS: Thank YOU.

Repeating the samt._ accent pattern has the effect of
seeming repetitive. In the second interchange, an ac-
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cent on you acimowledges that the clerk lias thanked
the_customer, who is returning the thanks. The next ex-
aruple of the need to use intonation in conversational dy-
namics come& from an observation of students reenact-
ing a dialogue from a textboOk.

Student A. What are you STUDying?
Student B: BUSiness. And what aBOUT you?

By not accenting you, student B fails to maim 1the con,
nection with_student A's question and instead is asking
a different, unrelated question on the order of Tell me
about yourseq:"

In addition to structuring _the way information iS
transferred from speaker to speaker, intonation cues
listener& to the degree to which speakers may be din-
trolling or revealing their emotions._ An upward jump
in pitch suggests that there is no restraint, while a
downward jump suggests that there is. ConAider this
example from Bolinger (1972). Someone asks, "Why is it
that you're willing to do business with Mary but not
with me?" and the response is:

Mary I can u t.

Mary is not accented to avoid being insultingly explicit
about the contrast between Mary and you, as in the
following:

tr
M ry I can u s t.

A terminal falling intonation signals conclusiveness;
the deeper the fall, the more conclusive the speaker is.
In:

Ab so lute

the speaker is not_ asking the listener for acceptanee butis simply Making a conclusive statement. Repeated
accents in a sequence of single words create greater
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emphasis in a sentence than one with only two accents:

ab lute pos
I so ly tive wo

ly

These generalizations of intonation are descriptively
powerful, but they are not sufficiently detailed or com-
prehensive to equip a nonnative speaker with rules that
can be applied in every context. The most productive
approacli to teaching intonation is, therefore, to_ provide
speech samples that illustrate the dynamics of intona-
tion and to teach students how to perceive them. The
remainder of this chapter exemplifies ways to achieve
these two objective&

hi order for students to learn to listen for intonation
anc: begin to explore its functions, they need to start by
Jearning to differentiate rising from falling pitch.

T aching Students
to Hear Pitch Changes

Before beginning intonation work, some prelim-
inary exercises to focus students' attention on pitch are
necessary because most jople, native speakers of Eng-
lish included, are not accustomed to noticing pitth in
language. The simplest task is to have students listen
for the direction of pitch change in word-final position:
rising or falhng. The first exercise that follows, created
by Allen (1971), serves this purpose.

Exercises

Listening for Pitch Changes Exercise No. 1

Record the following conversation and play it for the
students. Establish the participants, the setting and the
event by asking the students to guess who and what they
are.
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Comer-- sation A

He: Ready? 7
She: No.
He: Why? NI
She: Problems. \4
He: Problems?
She: Yes.
He: What?
She: Babysitter. '41

The typical scenario that _students come up with is as
follows: A husband_and_wife are Preparing to ga out to a
party or to dinner, but the babysitter has just phoned to
say she could not make it, and so now they _may not be
able to go out after all. Another scenario proposed is
that a young man has _come to Pi& up his date, but she
cannot go because the babysitUr didn't show up, so she
would_have to stay home to babysit

After the students have figured out_ what is going on,
you can then play the convertation again. This time put
the transcript of the conversation on the board or an
overhead projector and ask the students to try to deter-
mine for each utterance whether theAmeaker's voice
ends with a rising or a &Bing pitch. Students will be
confused at first, especially with falling intonation on
monosyllabit words; sothe students will identi4r these
at rising. Draw arrows next to each utterance and play
the conversation once more. To isolate pitch from the
words, you can use a kazoo, whith can be purchased at
a toy store (see Gilbert, 1978). By humming into it, you
can demonstrate rising and falling pitch-to the amuse-
ment and illumination of your student& If your budget
allows it, buy a kazoo for each Student so they can all try
it for themselves.

Ask Ahe students_ to explain what each utterance
means. Then point out that a change in pitch can indi-
cate a change in meaning. Ready? with a rising pitch
means, Are you ready? but Ready i/fith a falling pitch
means I am ready. Why? with a falling pitch means I
want a sped& answer to my question, while Why? with
a rising pitch might mean I want a specific answer to
my question but I don't want to sound too insistent.
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Listening for Pitch Changes Exercise No. 2

List the following words on the board. Make your
own list and mark the words for either a rise or fall in
pitch._ Read them one at a time as marked and ask
students to point up if they _hear arise in pitch, down if
they hear a fail. Confirm or inform their responses by
marking the words on the board with an arrow pointing
up or down.

ready no

problems yes
,or

babysitter no

ready yes

problems what

yes why

Have:the_ students pronounce each- word with you,
checking for the appropriate rise or fall in pitch.

Rising and Falling Pitch Exerdse No. 1

Divide the students into pairs to practice tirl first
conversation. Additional practice dialogues are provi-
ded here. Make up more for your particular students.
Follow the procedure described for the first conver-
sation, making sure the students know or have some
idea of who is speaking, what the circumstances are,
and what roles the speakers have in relation to one
another.

Conversation B Conversation C Conversation D

A: Single? A: Good? A: LoCked?

B: Double. B: Delicious. B: Locked.

A: Double? A: More? A : Key?
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13: Yes.

A: Cone?

B: Cup.
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B: Please. B: Key?

A: Key.

B: Oh-oh.

Rising and Falling Pitch Ekercise No. 2

Thie next exercise, a variation on the previous one,
was created by Epstein U 983). Pair uP students and give
each pair an index card with the following instructions;
"This conversation is out of order. Rearrange the
sentences iii the correct order on a separate piece of
paper and mark the pitch as- rising 7 or falling

Here are some sample scrambled conversations.
You can make up more of your own. Try unscrambhng
them yourself; soine of them are not as easy as they
appear.

Conversation #1 Conversation #2 Conversation #3
Sure. Apple? Five.
Cup of coffee? Starved. Please.
Milk? Thanks. Nonsmoking?
Pardóri? Hungry? Reservations?
Black, please. Sure? This way.
Coffee? Take it. How many?
No.

Once the studeis have unscrambled the phrases and
marked the pitch patterns, give them time to practice.
Then ask each pair to put their conversation on the
board, explain the situation and perform it for the class.
Other Students can comment on the arrangement and
propose other possibilities. The whole class can practice
the final versions of each -Conversation.

Using Pitdh
tO Separate Phrases and Clauses

Besides the use of pauses to separate thought
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daries. The arrows marked in the following texts shfriv
where there should be a slight rise in pitch. Ask the
students to practice in nairs with the partners checking
for these rises.

1. The three ages of man areg youth/ middle age/
and "my how wonderful you look!"/

2. Puccini's opera "Turandot" requires three
tIlingsg big, thrilling voices,/ visual spectacle,/ and
orchestral sweep./v

3. People are said to think,/ play,/ and work at their
best/ when the 24-hour temperatures/ average between

A

63 and 73 degrees Fahrertheita'

An introductory phrase or clause kegins each of the
next set of sentences. These are set off fi.om the rest of
each sentence by a rise-fall-rise pitch pattern

1. In Illinois/
1
driving around the house in low

4

gear/ is said to cure a family member's illness.
2. In North Carolina/ if the first bird seen on New

Year's morning is flying high,/ there will be good
health during the year./

3. If you break a mi7o1r,/ then you will have seven
years' bad luck/unless you throw the broken pieces into
a moving strean..01

4. If you spill salt,/ then you will have bad luck/
unless you throw some over your left shoulder./

_In Ihe final_ set1 of sentences, descripAive clauses_
come between the subject and the verb. The rise-faIl-rise
pitch pattern identifies the beginning and the end of
these clauses, which contain information of secondary
importance.

1. Folk beliefs and superstitions,/ which are found

7 0
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among people all over the weed,/ provide a socially
acceptable way for people to7' deal openly/ with
frightening things that are not within their control./

2. Alan Dundes,/ who teaches fOlklore at the Uni-
versity of CalifOrma, B5r1Ilv,/ says that "It is a serious
subject that deals with the essence of life."/

3. Scholars at the University of California at Los
Angeles,/ who are compiling an encyclopedia of Ameri-,,,
can superstitions and popular beliefs,/ have nearly One

2 4 1.1million entries./

Focusi PrOrnidéricei and Contrast
English uset tilt& to signal the relative importaii6e

Of elements iii_discourse. Bolinger has described this
function as highlighting infOtmation with high pitch
and casting in_ shadotif the reit of the information (cited
in Ladd, 1980).:Woitleiiiire made prominent by singling
out the stkessed_aYllable of that word, taising_or lower-
ing itaipiteh_firom a relatively tOilattht pita line, and as
a result drawing attention to_that point. This property
also provides speakera With a device that can be used te-
emphasize an idea, à8 *ell as to show contrast between
ideas.

Exercises

Focus, Prominence, and Contrast Exerase No. 1

This exercise illustrates how pitch and 1syllable
length work together to "put the spotlight" on informa-
tion_that is new, leaving in shadow what is not new orredundant The first conversation is from Allen (1971);
the rest follow the same model.

The accented syllables have been marked with a
large, clear chile, indicating length and also the posi-
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tion where a change in pitch will occur. Record these
conversations for playback in class or read them your-
self The advantage of recording them is that you can
use two different voices _in order to make it sound lik a
conversation. In addition, each playing will be uniform.
(Reading the same text consistently with the same in-
tonation each time is difficult, but can be done _with
practice.) Discuss_with the class the reasons for high-
lighting the words in each conversation. Then give
students a chance to practice taking both parts in each
conversation.

Conversation A

A: I've lost an umbrella.
B: A lady's umbrella?
A: Yes. A lady's umbrella with stars Oki it. Green

stars.

Commotion B

A: It's cold today.
B: It's not cold.
A; It is cold.
B: It isn't very cold.
A: It seems very coM.

Notice that in B's resprnse, "It's not cold, not can 1_)e
said with either a rising or a falling pitch. A rising
pitch would sound more contradictory than & fill ag
pithE

Ask the students to decide which words should be
highlighted in the next conversation.

Conversation C

A: Let's go ci for dinner tonight
B: O.K. What would you like te. eat?
A: How about Arabic food9
B: I know a good restaurant oil Fifth Avenue. It's

inexpensive mid not far from here.
A: That sounds good.

7 2
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A numberef systems have been used to represent
the rise and fall in pitch, among them lines, musical
notations, and rearranghig the letters on the page to
correspond with the pitch direction. Of these methods,
the last seems to be the easiest for students, and
teachers, to understand. Try reading these:

Conversation le

A: I've lost an um brel la.

13 A lady's umbrella?

4t es. A lady'S uMbrella with 8 8 on it.

Green stars;

Conversation B:

A: It's cold today.

B: It's not cold.

A: It is cold.

B: It isn't cold.

A: it seems very cold.

Focus, Prominence, and r Vast Exercise No. 2

Record these sentences to show how the informative-
ness or _redundancy principle works with accents on
noun coMpounds. When they refer to new information,
the accent falls on the first noun, but when_they contain
old information, the accent moves to a point of new
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focus. After students have studied these noun com-
pounds in accented and unaccented positions, ask them
to read these sentences. The capital letters identitr the
syllables that that are ateenthd. The circles_serve as
reminders_ that tbeseii syllables should be long, Where
circles and_ capitalized words coincide, students should
make an effort to lengthen the syllables and raise the
pitch over these syllables.

1. (an excerpt from a weather report): A HEAT wave
hit the area yesterday... .

_ The heat wave sent record crowds to the areas
PARKS.

2. A: What are you looking for?
B: My CHECKbook.
A: The only checkbook on the desk is MINE.

3. (71Oct_ riends have just gotten into a car.)
Yov! have to put _on your SEAThelt.

B: MustI? I _HATE wearing seatbelts.
A: I'm afraid it's the LAW.

Create more contexts of your own like these. They're not
difficult to do. When you start looking, you'll find no.in
compounds everywhere.

Focus, Prominence, and Contrast Exercise No. 3

Cartoons and magazine ads are rich sources of
examples of accent used to show contrast. If they are in
black and white, they can be easily made into1 trans-
parencies and projected for the whole clas to look at
and work on together. Students_ can look at_ the picture,
discuss what the situation is, then decide how to mark
and _read the sentence(s). The followiLg examples are
already marked.

1. (Tke cat Garfield and his human companion Jon
are on their hands and knees observing an army of
ants.)
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Jon: There must be MILLions of ants down
there. I wonder_how you tell the differ-
ence between BOY ants and GIRL ants.

Garfield: I gueia THEY didn't have any trouble figur-
iig it out.

Because the two characters are looking at the ants, they
would not accent ante because it is not a new idea. The
focus of attention is on the numbers. The second
sentence illustrates how accent is used to show contrast
between boy ants and girLants._ The accent on they in
the final sentence relates Garfield's statement to Jon's,
implying that even though Jon couldn't figure out the
difference, the ants could.

2. (Mrs. Lockhorn haS opened et gift given tc her by
her husband.) I said MINK coat, not PINK coat.

In a noncontrastive statement, such as My husband
bought me a pink COAT, the accent would be on coat,
the favored word for accent in _a_ favored position for
accent Shifting the accent to pink, therefore, calls
attention to it

3. (A teacher is 1sLanding at the blackbnard with a
stu&nt who has written:2+2= 5.) Now suppose you give
us the answer withOUT inflation.

R.ecall that prepositions are at the bottom of the hierar-
chy of accentable words. As a result, accenting preposi-
tions call attention to them.

4. (A little boy is sad because his neighbor andgood
friend Law-, nee has moved.)

_Boy: Lawrence is gone, isn't he?
Mother: Yes, they left early this morning.

Boy: I just saw their houseit's empty. Mom, how
long will I feel empty, too?

Unless pronouns appear at the beginnings of sentences,
they are also at the bottom of the hierarchy ofaccentable
words. Thus, accenting them calls attention to them.
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5. (Charlie Brown is talking to Lucy.)

Charlie Brown: I want to_ be liked for mySELF, I don't
want to be liked because I know the
rilht PEOple. I want to be liked for

Lucy: WHO?

The same comment made &mut item No. 4 applies here.

Summary Exercises
These exercises provide students with an opportu-

mty to review the principles of (a) pauses to mark
thougt groups, (b) rising pito* at the ends of phrases to
mark thought groups, (c) accents to highli&t, fOcus or
contrast information, (4) the use of low pitch to play
down information. Select texts that have built-in rea-
sons for rehearsalstelling jokes _and anecdotes; per-
forming scenes from plays; filming a commercial or
news broadcast; giving a formal presentation. Follow-
ing are suggestions for each of these.

k Record the following joies. The first set amsists
of shorter texts than the second. Before playing them,
ask the students to mark: (a) where they think the
pauses should go and (2) which words should be
highlighted. Students can_ then the& their guesses
against the recorded version. Discuss their Choices and
help them puzzle out their questions. A copy of these
texts marked for intonation is in Appendix B.

1. The teacher asked a student, "John, name two
pronouns." John, who suddenly woke up, said, "Who,
me? '

2. The teacher said, "Today, we will review our
tenses. Now, if I say, 'I am beautiful,' what tense is it?"
A student replied, "Obviously the past tense."

3. A drunk walked up to a man and asked, "What
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time is it?" The man said, "WS 11 o'clock." The drunk
Saki, "I must be going crazy. AU day long I keep getting
different answers."

4. "We have everything on the menu today, sir," the
waiter said "So I see," said the customer. "May I have
a clean one?"

5. A woman was standing on a railroad platform
and overheard a man asking for a round-trip ticket, "To
where?" asked the ticket agent. "To here, of course,"
replied the man.

6. "Those people upstairs are very annoying,"
complained the tenant "Last night they stomped and
banged on the floor Until midnight: "Did they wake
you?" asked the landlord. "No," replied the tenant.
"Luckily, I was playing my tuba."

B, _Examine_the_ folloWing: ane6döte,_ In_ telling the
anecdote, Which__ wOrds would be- important for your
listeners to hear and understand? In a small groupi
discuss :which_ words these might be and_iunderline
them.: Check_ your gueStea_ With_ ytitir :teacher, Then
Mark theistressed syllabIe_öf worda that have more:than
one_sylIable;:Next maik the phrase -boundaries. Mark
all of the syllables for lengtk using the system of dots
and :circles. (Advanced Students can also marlt_
tonation_linm_or they_ tan *Attlee feading the texts
attOrding to_ _the__wayitheyhaVe been marked in Ap=
pendix 13) _lacticeitelling this_ anecdote, Each person in
your group should say: :one phrase;- the nextperson
would then:continue: with_ the_nekt__phrase; Take turns
in- thiS fashion :until the_ end Of the :ineedote. This turn-
taking system is called a round robin.

A businessman went to a psychiatrist_ ancl said,
"Doctor, I don't know what:s wrong with me. Nobody
wants to talk to me. My ethployees don't talk to me; my
children don't talk to me; my wife doesn't talk to me.
Why is it that nobody wants to talk to me?" The
psychiatrist's response was, "Next!"
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Each group will receive a different anecdote Follow the
same procedure with Ihis anecdote as you did with the
example. After you have practiced telling the anecdote
in a round robin, tell it to the rest of the class.

1. A traveler stopped at a historic hotel and re-
quested the ratesfor a single room. "A room on the first
floor is $100, on the second floor $80, and on the third
floor $60," replied the desk clerk. The traveler thought a
bit, said thank you and turned to go, "Don't you like ow-
hotel?" asked the clerk. "Oh, it's beautiful," said the
traveler. "It just isn't tall enough."

2. Three men were in a hospital waiting room when
a nurse rushed in and said to the first man, "Sir, you're
the father of twine "That's a coincidence," he said.
"I'm a member of the Minnesota Twine

14-iter, the nurse returned and said to the second
man, "Sir, you're the lathes of tripletsr "Another
coincidence!" the second man said, "I'm with the 3M
Company!"

The third man jumped to his feet, grabbed his hat
and said, "I'm getting out of here. I work for 7 Up!"

3. We take the bus to school every day, and every
morning as soon as the bus reaches the campus,
everybody rushes to get off. One day, one of the first
students to get off suddenly turned L round and tried to
get back on. He was having _a hard time and started
shouting, "My lunch! My lunch!" A voice from the back
of the bus answered, "It was delicious!"

4. The wife of a foreign graduate student could not
speak a word of English and so was tereified every time
the telephone rang when her husband was not at home.
He taught her to say, "Mr. Montoya is not at home." But
this didn't help much because the caller usually
continued talking. He then taught her to add, "He will
be back this afternoon," Her problem was rtill unsolved
because callers sometimes left messages she couldn't
understand. Finally, the couple figured out a solution.
When the phone rang, Mrs. Montoya answered, "Mi.
Montoya is not at home. He will be baci this afternoon.
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This is a recording."

5. A friend of ours had to call a plumber recently to
fix & broken faucet The job didn't take long. When he
finished, he gave her the bill. When she saw what he
charged her for five minutes of work: she was shocked.
"Your prices are very high, aren't they?" she said to
him"Do you know the doctor costs less than this when
he Makes a house call?" "I know," answered the
plumber. "I was a doctor until I was lucky enough to
find this job a few months ago."

6Ahe Browns recently moved into a new house.
One Saturday, the father took his car out of the garage
and was washing it when a neighbor came by. The
neighbor stopped and commented, 'That's a nice car. Is
it yours?" "Sometimes," the father answered. The
neighbor was surprised. "Sometimes?" he said. "What
do you mean?" "Well," the father answered, "when
there's a party it belongs to my daughter. When there's
a football game, it belongs to my son. When I've washed
the car and it looks really nice and clean, it belongs to
my wife. And when it needs gas, it's mine."

7. A doctor had an elderly patient, Mr. Peterson,
who had to be hospitalized. On the first morning, he
went to see Mr. Peterson and said, "Mr. Peterson,
you're going to get some injections and then you'll feel
much better. A nurse will come and give'you the first
one this morning and then you'll get another one this
evening." A few minutes later, a young nurse came to
Mr. Peterson's bed and said to him, "I'm going to gi7s
you the first injection now, Mr. Peterson. Where do you
want it?" Mr. Peterson was surprised_ He looked at the
nurse for a moment and then said, "liobody's ever let
me choose before. Are you really going to let me choose
now?" "Yes, Mr. Peterson," the nurse answered im-
patiently. "Where do you want it?" "Well, then," Mr.
Peterson answered with a smile, "I want it in your left
arm, please."

Many of these anecdotes come from 20 years of
Reader's Digest.
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C. :...ntr.arsing and performing excerpts from
carefully selected dramatic works is another way to
review_ rhythm and intonation and to develop the
Student'? sense of how these features are exploited to
communicate meaning. To be an efrective eirercise, it iS
important that students understand the _drama,
whether it is a play or a screenplay. Seeing it performed
in a theater or on_screen before attempting to perform it
is an essential preliminary step. The objective Jiere is
not to put on a pefformance but to give students a
context within which to explore the mechanisms of
rhythm and intonation. The involvement that an
interesting play _or _screenplay can engender also fuels
students' motivation to focus on Hiythniand _intonation,
making this project well worth the effart. If possible,
videotape the performance so that students have a
concrete' goal tt work toward and will be able to view
and evaluate their own effbrts.

In choosing plays, look few ones that have _dialogne
that students can understand and potentially trie. Find
sceneS that involve two characters that the students
would not be enibarrassed to play. The dialogue for each
character should be balanced, so that one tharacter_ii
not- doing all the talking. In this way, the Class can be
divided- into pairs with every pair working on the same
scene._ This_allows everyone to ar, the same text for
thythm and intonation_ and_to the attemptS to
explait them in their peffbrmauc. At following plays
fit these criteria and are tried and time:

"Ah, Wilderness" by Eugene O'Neill;
"Arsenic and Old Lace" by Joseph Keiselring;
"I Remember Mama" by John van Druten;
"Our Town" by Thornton Wilder; and
"Dial 'M' for Murder" by Frederick Knott.

Copies of these _plays can1 be 1ordered from the Drama
Book Shop, 150 W. f 2n d St., New York, NY 10019. For
other play suggestions, consult Richard Via's English
in Three Acts.

iD. The final suggestion for a review activity s to
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have students prepare a 3-5 _minute presentation in
writing, but in a spoken style. This Presentation will berecorded so that both you and the student can
participate in its evairwtion. Students should_ he told atthe beginning that this assignment will culthinate the
course. It provides a concrete _goal for them to worktoward and helps to motivate them to develop theclearest pronunciation they can. Following is a sug-
gested procedure for Calming out this final activity.

First edit the students' text for grammar. Then ask
the students to mark the text for the fbilowing:

thought groups;
key words to be highlighted;
key words that should be linked (for example,
words that train s);
key words' syllable lengths
intonation at the ends of phrases, clauses, lists;and
adjective clauses (practice saying them with lowpitch).

Have students practice their presentations using the
read-and-look-up method (as described on P. 00). Then
have them record the presentation on tape at home toturn in, or make the presentation in class and record itsimultaneously. The latter choice is preferable since
true communication requires an audience that offers
feedbaek that would not be available otheiivise.

Concluding Remarkt
This monograph should_ serve as a guide for

teachers in assessing the prenunciation needs of theirstudents and in planning an appropriate instructional
program for them. The emphasis here has been on the
major elements of spoken English that affect com-
municative effectiveness the most: rhythm and in-
tonation. Individual sounds have been treated only inso-far as they relate to rhythm and intonation. Although
much of rhythm and intonation I-en-mini undescribed
here, the approach to teaching Pronunciation advocatedhere has not relied on a comprehensive description;
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rather, the focus has been on providing , : kers with
the perceptive skills_ and sufficient data wall which to
discover aspects of the system on their own. For
teachers new to teaching pronunciation, this process is
likely to be one that they will share Ninth their students.
May it be a rich and rewarding process for all.
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Appendix A

Speech Diagnostic
Checklist

. groups are difficult to identify; pauses
ui ot.two -n almost every word, instead of groups
of words.

2. Rhythm distorted because of little or no linking.

3. No differentiatior of syllable length.

4. Reduced vowels are pronounced as full vowels.

5. Vowels before voiced consonants are not length-
ened.

6. WordS in:phrases are undistinguished; no word can
be Singled out as most prominent.

7. The :ong word is accented in sentences.

8. Stress is on the wrong syllable of polysyllabic words

9. Syllables are deleted from some words.
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10. Vowel deleted from syllables.

11. Consonant deleted from syllables.

12; Vowel inserted into syllable.

13. Consonant inserted into syllable.

14. Wrong word. accented in sentences.

15. Too v accented words in sentence.

16. A. pitch was used instead of a fall;

17. A fall in pitxli was used instead of a rise.
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Samp e Texts MatkAl
for Intotigtion

Intonation can be shown by arranging the letters to
correspond with a rise or fall in pitch as in the following
example.

1. The tea cher asked a student,/ John/ name tviepro ;unsi

P/ Said/ e/°hri/ who suddenly woke u Who/ in

Alternati.ely, -the rises rand falls call be inc_ with
horizontal and vertical lines as the f011owing examples
illustrate. Of _course, other choices of accents and pitch
patterns are_possible, but what is important if; that the
marking system represent what the students actually
hear. In order to utle this system, teachers will need to
spend time learning it, só that they can read the
sentences in the same way each time.

_ _ _ _
1. 12.fce---4±..__,....tdeted_ Jak , namecw-iA

ITronouns." J who_suddenly woke said, " o,
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2. Thefi-e4her said, review_oui
s. Now, if I say, 'I am nse is it?"

kstudent_replied, "O 'ously the tense."

3. A druni\walked up to a man and asked, "What
time is it?" The man saisl, "It's 11 ojik." The drunl<
said, Trkmust-be_Lo, ing y. All day long I klep getthig
differewers."

4, "We have e err)(. r.sn the menu -today, sir," the
waiter said. 1So I said the customer. 'May I have

5. Al.7*_ai_2__Lwas standing a railroad_platform
and overheard a man asking for a raimd-tripirOket. 'To

e?" asked the ticket agent, 'e of
replied the man,

6. "Those people upstairs are very a9,go
9_91.1121211 . tenant. t fik_iinpeck-and
fbanged\onr until_QvaLit." "Did they wake
z0?" asked the-landlord. replied the tenant.
"Lai ly, I was playing 1....2.F.friltt._"

7. A nessman went to a psychiatiist_rtnd said,
"Do o , I don't-know-what'Erwrongkwith me. N body
wantslo_talk to me. My e es don't talk to me; my



ren don't talk to me; my ife doesn't talk to a-
Whykis it that_iody wants to talk to mer The
psychiatrist's response was,

8. 1_0eler stoppe&_at _a historic hotel and
sted the rates for a i 1 om. "A room on the

or is $100, on theJond floor $80, and on the
Air400r $60," replied the desk clerk. The traveler
(t.houghtLa bit, said,Thankau" andAumed to "Don't
youlike our hotel?" asked the clerk.
said_the traveler. "It just isn't enough."

9. Three\men-were1 in ahospitalvaiting room
w_hen a nurse_rushed-in and said to the firsttman, "

Is a coincidence," he
said. "I'm a member of the Minnesota_
the murse-returned andsaidto t_jefs-kond r
you're_the_father of tirAsts," coincide-icer the
second mal: said, "Fm with the 31kCompanyr The

ird man Jura d to his feet, Fibl etk_i hat and said,
'7kgettin6kof here. work for 7 !"

10. We take the bus t6daln.0 _every day and every
-14 as soon as the bus reaches the campus,

everYbody --ShesJo: get- öht -clay, j-t1 fate

studeits -et off stideen u d eruund and tried to
get back- in: RI was having a ard\tinie and started

rigRA egi "My ch! lol_y>/tikt!" A oie from the haat,
of the bus answered, "it was
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11. Th!jeof 7., foreign graduate student could
every time

tikeiGlwhone rang when her husband was not atfikeL.
He taught her to say, "Mr. Monkia is at e." But

didn't help much because_the lleisüál1y
continued)ei l. liefiektaught her to_ add, "He will
be bacliV:iis afte96k.'L Her problem was iciikun solved
becauscallers_sometimes left messages she couldn't
mysrtNa d. Pf-.;.11y, the couple figured out a s
When tl_lefirOrevi rano, Mrs. Montoya answered, "Mr.
lt.4224ai-Ta, is not atfikeL He vvillithis afte ((AT:

not

12. _A ed f ours had to caThajrnreetbLtO
fix a brokenif%t: The job didn't tak g, When he

Ihed; 11.._gavelier_the Whefi igheFtilv What_he_
had tharge her fur 5 minutes of k, she was
shocked. "Your prices are ye aren'tfthey?" she
Said_to hith "po_you_know t0/than this
,Aieti he makes a house call?" answer -El the
plumber. was a doctor untiawaLfi y enough to
fiiidSthislatlib a few months ago."

13. TheiBrownkmcently moved into a newilfo.;-QP
On Saturd, er took 1.outdUwg'stia_ge
and wasf fitur_it_whwas en_a_geigkpar Caine by. The
neighbor stoppetl and commented, '"..E.Zst(s..._ 2.1lice car. Is

it yours?" ''-§7;ine iitl_ies," the father answered. The
neighbor was su ed. "28°13_ i.4.'riet:.?' 13-es7id.
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n?" "Wellt" the father ansWered, "When-
there's af)--Alr, it belongs to thaugIer. Wherr_theres
a ofr-s:74all game, it bdOngs_to my . When I'vefritidia
the±ear_and-it-looks reall In, it-belongs ti)

And_when it_ nee s ."

14. &ór bad aJlly patient, Mr.fratrson,
o had_to__be italized. On theffirsi\morning, he

went to see Mr. Peterson and said, "At.fierson,
you're going to get-some irPtiofis and then ycu'll feel.bèèfiseil come an au the first
one this morning and then you'll get ..1*..-kher_one_this

r00.1_ing." lifeminutes__Iater, a young r se cato
Mr. Peterson's bed_and said to hied, "Tnyroing to give
yau,therrjectiorirs I now, Mr. Peterson: Wherqdo youcy: Mr. _Peterson was surprised. He ooked at the
nurse for a moment and then Said, "N ody's ever let
ine_choOire before. Are youfreally going to let me choose

"now? the nurse answered
inipatientiy 'ou -wanttir Welkfihen, 'I I I Mi
Peterson answered with_a_smile, "I want it in ozfr-

arm, Pleitie.
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